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Abstract
T
he increased need for stealth aircraft requires an on-site Far-Field (FF) Radar Cross-Section
(RCS) measurement process. Conducting these measurements in on-site Near-Field (NF)
monostatic facilities results in significant savings for manufacturers and acquisition programs. How-
ever, NF measurements are not directly extended to a FF RCS. Therefore, a large target Near-Field
to Far-Field Transformation (NFFFT) is needed for RCS measurements. One approach requires
an Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) process to create accurate scattering maps.
The focus of this work is the development of accurate NF scattering maps generated by a
monostatic ISAR process. As a first look, the process is isolated to a simulated environment to avoid
the uncontrollable effects of real measurement environments. The simulation begins with a NF Syn-
thetic Target Generator (STG) which approximates a target using scattering centers illuminated
by spherical electromagnetic waves to approximating NF scattering. The resulting NF In-phase
and Quadrature (IQ) data is used in a ‘Trapezoidal’ ISAR process to create spatially distorted im-
ages that are accurately corrected within the ISAR process resolution using a newly developed NF
correction. The resulting spatially accurate ISAR images do not complete the NFFFT. However,
accurate scattering maps are essential for process development.
ix
UTILIZING NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENTS TO CHARACTERIZE
FAR-FIELD RADAR SIGNATURES
I. Introduction
1.1 Background
R
adar Cross-Section (RCS) is paramount for aircraft survivability in air defense penetration
missions. Therefore, aircraft used in these missions must satisfy Far-Field (FF) RCS accep-
tance requirements during production. The introduction of these requirements increase production
cost significantly through FF range time and aircraft transportation to these facilities. However,
these manufacturing costs are significantly reduced by having an inexpensive on-site RCS measure-
ment process.
This chapter introduces the background motivation for development of an on-site RCS mea-
surement process. The background establishes and outlines the problem, assumptions, and scope
of work provided in this document. Even though the entire RCS measurement process is not cov-
ered in this document, a conceptual process outline is provided for characterizing FF RCS using
Near-Field (NF) measurements.
The problem associated with this process is RCS and measurement requirements satisfy-
ing FF RCS. RCS is an object’s characteristic defining its radar detectability. This definition is
based on radar and target separation large enough that electromagnetic field propagation is pre-
dictable [13]. RCS satisfying this assumption is considered FF RCS. However, satisfying FF RCS
requirements make large target FF RCS measurements impractical in compact facilities without
illuminating beam correction. Therefore, NF Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) measure-
ments are necessary for production aircraft. Utilizing these NF measurements a Near-Field to
Far-Field Transformation (NFFFT) is used to characterize FF RCS using NF measurements.
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Determining full-scale aircraft Far-Field (FF) RCS requires a distance on the order of miles
between the radar and target. This requirement alone makes FF facility availability extremely
limited and impractical for aircraft manufacturing companies to build. Therefore, production air-
craft must be transported to available measurement facilities. Transportation and range time are
very costly for manufacturing companies and government acquisition programs. However, Near-
Field (NF) measurement exploitation allows for FF RCS characterization in an over-sized warehouse
or hangar. When utilizing smaller on-site facilities, aircraft are towed directly from the production
line to the measurement facility, significantly decreasing measurement cost.
Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) is a common method for NFFFT [16, 17]. The
ISAR process creates a scattering map and is implemented using different configurations [12, 21].
However, ISAR is usually dependent upon data collected through frequency sweeps along target
rotational increments producing a spatial reflective scattering point map [6]. These isolated point
scatterers have a combined coherent RCS approximating a larger, more complex, target [13].
ISAR applications for target RCS are defined relative to range type, measurement process,
antenna configuration, or any combination thereof. FF measurements provide a direct means for FF
RCS determination. These measurements are made satisfying FF distance separation requirements
or in compact ranges using an electromagnetic field collimating lens or reflector. However, NF
measurements do not directly represent FF RCS. The NF measurements have incomplete electro-
magnetic field interactions. Therefore, many NF measurement techniques usually involve bistatic
or multistatic probe correction. These probes provide complex weights which correct NF measure-
ment electromagnetic field interactions for FF RCS characterization [15,23]. These methods claim
success in different limited applications. However, these methods require additional equipment cost
beyond radar and target turntable. Therefore, monostatic ISAR NF measurements in a compact
range, the goal of this work, results in significant cost savings for aircraft companies and govern-
ment acquisition programs.
In order to meet aircraft RCS acceptance, the F/A-22 program office is sponsoring devel-
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opment of a technique to compare results with the manufacturer. This contractor currently uses
monostatic NF RCS measurements and a noncoherent NFFFT to characterize FF radar signatures
utilizing sector averaging. The contractor is reporting success, within a small tolerance, by com-
paring true FF RCS to NF corrected RCS through sector averaging. Sector averaging is considered
risky, since these averaged RCS measurements, taken over a given angular sector, neglect further
constructive and destructive interference in FF propagation. Additionally, over an aircraft’s angu-
lar rotation, RCS may remain relatively consistent or vary greatly within a few sampling degrees.
RCS sector averaging accounts for the total energy spread out over an azimuthal sector. However,
a spike spread over a few samples and averaged over many samples results in a sector average
much lower than the spike. If this spike is not identified, an aircraft’s aspect dependent detection
range and vulnerability significantly increases. Therefore, a method is needed to coherently predict
azimuthal dependent FF RCS using monostatic NF measurements, which would improve FF RCS
fidelity. This improvement would account for target aspect dependent RCS by identifying spikes
and nulls within the target rotational fidelity.
1.2 Problem Statement
The goal is to develop a monostatic ISAR image using NF measurements which accurately
maps scattering center locations and provides the basis for scattering center synthesis and FF
RCS characterization. Process success allows manufacturers to measure aircraft FF RCS locally,
streamlining acceptance and significantly reducing government and contractor measurement costs.
Therefore, The F/A-22 program office is sponsoring the coherent monostatic NFFFT development
applicable to this program and possibly other programs having RCS acceptance requirements. A
concept for the complete NFFFT process is depicted in Fig. 1.1. However, this document’s focus is
limited to a spatially accurate NF corrected ISAR image. This process is outlined by the NF STG
and NF ISAR components contained in the dark box of Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1: The primary focus in this Near-Field to Far-Field Transformation is on developing
a spatially accurate NF ISAR image. Therefore, the focus is on the NF STG and ISAR process.
The entire process starts with the two ISAR Synthetic Target Generators (STGs) that take real
scattering center locations and reflectivities and create FF and NF IQ Data. The FF IQ data is
considered truth data. The NF IQ Data is imaged by an ISAR code, mapping maximum intensity
spatial locations. These complex intensities extracted by scattering center synthesis provide spatial
locations and relative phases. These locations and complex amplitudes are passed through a FF
STG producing a FF RCS. This FF RCS is compared to the true FF RCS generated from the real
locations.
1.3 Assumptions
The following assumptions are made:
1. A complex target’s FF RCS is equivalent to a scattering center group’s FF RCS.
2. The illuminating source is a linearly polarized perfect horn radiator and receiver whose line-
of-sight (LOS) is aligned with the target’s rotation center.
3. The scattering centers are isotropic point scatterers in the horn’s FF that do not induce
polarization loss.
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4. Scattering center shadowing does not occur during target rotation due to a high frequency,
Geometric Optics (GO), model.
5. The target is a rigid body excluding scattering center oscillation due to target rotation.
1.4 Scope
The research scope is depicted in Fig. 1.1 and focuses on the following:
1. Design and code a NF synthetic target generator producing NF ISAR IQ data.
2. Design and code a NF corrected ISAR processing routine producing spatially accurate imaging
data from the NF IQ data.
1.5 Overview
Implementation of the ISAR process is dependent upon the conceptual background that is
presented in the following chapter. In Chapter III these concepts are used to develop simulated
measurement and processing environments. The environments and concepts of Chapters II and III
are used to establish the monostatic NF ISAR data collection process of Chapter IV using a sim-
ulated NF STG that creates IQ data dependent upon the target’s rotation, frequency bandwidth,
and scattering properties of isotropic point scatterers. The simulation continues in Chapter V where
the resulting IQ data is used in a rectangularly based two-dimensional ISAR process to create a
scattering center image. The resulting image is spatially distorted due to the NF effects which are
approximated by spherical scattering. Therefore, the spatially distorted image is resampled based
on a new spherical NF correction technique that resamples image locations to within the ISAR
process resolution. This technique results in a spatially accurate image of target reflective points
and is the basis for the full NFFFT to characterize FF RCS using NF measurements.
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II. Literature Review
A
n inexpensive Far-Field (FF) Radar Cross Section (RCS) method utilizes monostatic Inverse
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) measurements. In the Near-Field (NF), this process
produces an image defining spatially dependent target scattering points. This scattering map is
used to predict large target FF RCS through the scattering group’s synthetic FF illumination. This
FF technique’s exploitation in a NF measurement environment eliminates unnecessary radar beam
collimators, probes, or multiple antennas providing field correction. Avoiding additional cost for
hardware or target transportation to a FF facility results in significant savings for manufacturers
and acquisition programs. Therefore, an RCS and ISAR foundation is needed to create an accurate
synthetic NF scattering center map.
This chapter provides the foundation for RCS and ISAR by reviewing previously published
works in these two areas. The review begins with a description of RCS, RCS measurement, and
defining FF RCS. Additionally, this chapter outlines the ISAR process in terms of downrange and
cross-range imaging and image focusing. RCS and ISAR comprise this chapter’s focus. However, a
brief introduction to scattering center extraction is also provided to justify this approach and the
use of scattering centers for target approximation.
2.1 Radar Cross-Section
RCS is paramount in determining an aircraft’s survivability against air defense systems. RCS
describes scattered energy from an object illuminated by an incident electromagnetic wave. This
energy is responsible for determining an aircraft’s detection distance. Therefore, aircraft having air
defense penetration roles require RCS production acceptance parameters. This section provides a
brief introduction to RCS, RCS measurement, and FF RCS.
RCS is defined by a known metal object’s projected area reflecting an equivalent amount
of energy [13]. A formal definition of RCS describes the radar signature at the target’s location.
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Therefore, the scattered field propagation decay is not considered. This definition is given as [13]
σ = lim
r→∞
4πr2
∣
∣
∣
~pr · ~Es
∣
∣
∣
2
∣
∣
∣
~Ei
∣
∣
∣
2 , (2.1)
where r is radar to target distance and is academically corrected by letting the range approach
infinity to eliminate the range dependence of RCS [13]. Additionally, ~pr is the receiving antenna
polarization, and scattered and incident electric fields are, ~Es and ~Ei, respectively. Since electric
fields are measured in units proportional to V
m
, RCS is proportional to the scattered and incident
field’s power density ratio. Propagation loss, 14πr2 , is based upon conservation of energy and the FF
approximation described in Appendix B. This decay describes the electromagnetic field’s uniform
power density distribution over a spherical wave front, decaying as propagation radius increases.
However, if propagated energy described by Eqn. (2.1) had no polarization mismatches between
antenna and scattered wave then RCS is represented by
σ = lim
r→∞
4πr2
∣
∣
∣
~Es
∣
∣
∣
2
∣
∣
∣
~Ei
∣
∣
∣
2 . (2.2)
This equation implies RCS measurement is dependent upon knowing the radar to target range,
incident field strength on the target, and the received scattered field strength. However, unless
probes are used the incident field strength on the target is unknown and the return signal must
be processed to extract the RCS. Therefore, the next section provides background on radar signal
processing, RCS measurement, and what is meant by FF.
2.1.1 Radar Mixing and Filtering Process. The signal reflected from a target is a scaled
and delayed transmitted signal’s replica. The signal scaling results from many factors, such as
propagation decay, target reflectivity, and antenna gain. The signal delay is based on a zero phase
reference established at the target’s rotation center. The signal’s mixing and filtering process is
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Figure 2.1: A radar transmits a signal and receives that signal
reflected from a target. The transmitter also separately transmits
In-phase and Quadrature, (IQ), reference signals to separate mixers
and are mixed with the return signal. This results in a component
at The twice the carrier frequency and one at baseband. To analyze
the baseband signal, the baseband signal is retrieved by low pass
filtering. The return IQ signals are then recombined to form the
full return signal.
detailed in Appendix D. This process is summed up by Fig. 2.1, where the received signal is mixed
with the transmitted signal’s In-phase and Quadrature, (IQ), terms separately. However, mixing
results in sum and difference terms, where sum terms are centered on twice the carrier frequency.
Therefore, when these signals are low pass filtered, only the scaled IQ terms with the propagation
delay relative to the phase reference remain. These signals are then recombined to form IQ data
which is processed to provide RCS. However, the IQ data collection method determines how this
data is processed to establish an RCS.
2.1.2 RCS Measurement. There are many ways to measure RCS [13, 15, 23], but most
measurements employ a calibration method. RCS measurement in a monostatic indoor compact
range uses a single antenna for transmitting and receiving radar signals. A target’s RCS is refer-
enced to a specific frequency and target aspect. Therefore, if the radar is stationary, measurement
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Figure 2.2: A simple target/radar relationship within a mea-
surement facility. The target’s rotation center is located down-
range from the radar and is the measurement spatial center. When
the target is rotated, its largest dimension determines its cross-
range extent X and its downrange extent Y . A target’s reflective
point (scattering center) is a distance from rotation center ρ and
is the scattering center’s rotation radius. The scattering center’s
azimuthal rotation is described by θ and its aspect to the radar is
described by φ.
facilities have a target mounting system that allows for target rotation. This geometry is depicted
in Fig. 2.2, where the antenna to mount and target scattering center (reflection point) distances
are Ro and r. This scattering center range is dependent upon its spatial location and aspect an-
gle φ, referenced to the radar. Target rotation center is the spatial domain center, radar alignment
center, and propagation phase reference described in Appendix A. This reference is established
through calibration measurement techniques.
Background subtraction is a calibration method used to establish a propagation phase ref-
erence, normalize RCS, and decrease extraneous background RCS contributions. A calibration
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target, with known RCS, is measured at a radar to mount distance Ro providing a phase reference
and normalizing RCS. This process is described by modifying Eqn. (2.2),
σtgt =
∣
∣
∣
~Estgt
∣
∣
∣
2
∣
∣
∣
~Escal
∣
∣
∣
2 σcal , (2.3)
where ~Estgt and
~Escal are target and calibration object’s electric fields, respectively, and σcal is a
known calibration target RCS. However, these measurements include contributions from mounting
hardware. These contributions are minimized by measuring the mounting structure and background
RCS contributions and subtracting them from the measured target RCS,
σtgt =
∣
∣
∣
~Estgt − ~Esbkg
∣
∣
∣
2
∣
∣
∣
~Escal − ~Escbk
∣
∣
∣
2 σcal , (2.4)
where ~Estgt,
~Esbkg,
~Escal,
~Escbk, are target, target’s background, calibration target, and calibration
target’s background scattered electric fields, respectively. This process requires two separate back-
ground measurements because target and calibration target mounting structures may be different.
Equation (2.4) appears to eliminate all structural contributions associated with the measurement
environment and provide a target only measurement. Unfortunately, the interactions between these
structures are not removed and still provide contributions. These contribution in most cases are
considered minimal, however, work continues in this area to eliminate or characterize these inter-
actions and their contribution in RCS measurements.
Measurement structural interactions are unwanted phenomena in RCS measurements. How-
ever, target structural interactions are necessary to determine RCS. Since RCS is an essential part
of radar detection and detection is conducted at distances on the order of miles, the scattered
fields must propagate a distance which allows for complete interaction. The distance for this prop-
agation characteristic to exist is called the FF. Since compact NF ranges do not satisfy the FF
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requirement, the data is not directly processed into a FF RCS and needs a Near-Field to Far-Field
Transformation (NFFFT) [7,14].
2.1.3 Far-Field RCS Requirement. The development for Eqn. (2.4) is based on FF
approximations. However, compact ranges are too small to accommodate the FF distances required
to measure large target RCS. Large target implies RCS measurement distance r and largest target
dimension d do not satisfy the minimum FF conditions of Appendix B described by
r = 2
d2
λ
, (2.5)
where λ is wavelength and Eqn. (2.5) is derived based upon a π8 cross-range extent phase tolerance.
For example, a 15 m target illuminated by a radar operating at 6 GHz frequency, requires a FF
RCS measurement distance, Eqn. (2.5), r = 9000 m. Therefore, large targets are measured in
outdoor FF ranges or indoor ranges with NF correction such as collimators or multistatic antenna
arrangements [4, 13, 19]. However, FF measurement facilities are becoming cheaper and more
available through continuing effort focused on monostatic FF RCS approximations using NF ISAR
measurement and imaging techniques [8, 10,20].
This section provided a review of RCS, RCS measurements, and identified FF criteria. RCS
is referenced to a specific frequency and azimuth. However, ISAR imaging uses impulse responses
dependent upon the doppler shifts in both frequency and azimuth. Therefore, ISAR techniques
depend upon multiple iterations of RCS measurements.
2.2 Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar
This section identifies how the ISAR process utilizes RCS measurements to create spatial
images. As an introduction to ISAR, this section defines the ISAR process, identifies its use in
downrange and cross-range imaging, and explains how a rectangular DFT is used in image focusing.
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Actual Measurement Process
Synthetic Measurement Process
Figure 2.3: The ISAR process uses frequency sweeps along az-
imuthal increments of target rotation. However, a signal process-
ing equivalent results from frequency sweeps along azimuthal in-
crements in radar rotation around the target. This process syn-
thetically produces an aperture equivalent to the radar’s synthetic
azimuthal translation. The incremental steps synthesize array ele-
ments which are aligned with target rotation center.
The images created are dependent upon the two-dimensional impulse response of multiple iterations
of frequency/azimuth RCS measurements.
2.2.1 Synthesizing an Array. ISAR techniques are similar to Synthetic Aperture Radar
(SAR) techniques that depend upon radar motion to synthesize an array [12, 21]. ISAR has a
static radar and utilizes target rotation to generate an equivalent synthetic array. Therefore,
a monostatic radar is visualized as an array element. Figure 2.3 shows that the ISAR process
synthetically generates an array through frequency sweeps at incremental target rotations. Each
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Figure 2.4: ISAR data is collected by recording energy returns
from frequency sweeps over a target’s azimuthal rotation Θ in az-
imuthal increments θ. This rotation creates polar formatted data
referenced to the target’s rotation center.
azimuthal ‘snapshot’ is, synthetically, a separate array element separated on an arc by a target’s
rotational increment. The collection process results in the two-dimensional polar formatted data
defined by azimuth and frequency shown in Fig 2.4.
2.2.2 Downrange Imaging. Downrange imaging refers to radar alignment with the target’s
rotation center aligned along the Y axis as shown in Fig. 2.5. The downrange imaging goal is to
distinguish between multiple targets or multiple target features separated in this direction. A
target’s or its features’ range is determined temporally by
r =
ct
2
, (2.6)
where c is the speed of light and t accounts for round trip propagation time. Appendix A shows that
the minimum resolvable scatterer separation distance is determined by the return signal’s Fourier
transform,
sb (t) = Ab [t − τo − τ (y)]Re
{
g (y) ejωo[t−τo−τ(y)]
}
, (2.7)
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Figure 2.5: The target’s rotational geometry is described by
isolating a single target reflection point, scattering center. This
point rotates through an azimuth Θ at azimuthal increments θ.
Its rotation radius is determined by its spatial distance from the
target’s rotation center.
where A is a scaling factor, Re represents the real signal component, and ωo is carrier frequency.
Additionally, the geometry of Fig. 2.6 shows that the propagation time to the target rotation center
and downrange locations are τo and τ (y) =
2y
c
, respectively. These times are used to define the
signals burst function b [t − τo − τ (y)]. The target reflectivity g(y) is a real or complex value whose
magnitude and phase range from 0 − 1 and 0◦ − 180◦, respectively. This function’s impulse response
identifies scattering center downrange location within resolution limits. Since multiplication in time
domain results in convolution in frequency domain [5], the burst function effective pulse width τe
convolved with the signal determines minimum resolvable temporal separation between targets.
Therefore, targets separated by the effective pulse width are separable in a downrange distance
∆y =
cτe
2
, (2.8)
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Figure 2.6: Downrange spatial extent is referenced to measure-
ment area center. Since the radar is monstatic, signals must tra-
verse radar to target path twice. Therefore, downrange extents are
defined based on round trip propagation referenced to measurement
area center.
or in terms of effective bandwidth Beff ,
∆y =
c
2Be
, (2.9)
where ∆y is the downrange resolution [24]. If targets meeting these requirements are separable
in the frequency sweep’s Fourier transform, where azimuth is held constant, the one-dimensional
impulse response compresses energy spread across bandwidth into a signal whose main response
width is equivalent to down range resolution defined by Eqn. (2.9). Therefore, targets separated by
this spatial resolution are dimensionally imaged separately in the downrange dimension. Separation
requirements also limit cross-range resolution. However, cross-range imaging depends upon doppler
change associated with target azimuthal rotation.
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Figure 2.7: A target’s scattering point is imaged as if the radar
was rotating around the target. Therefore, a frequency sweep at
each target aspect increment, θ, has a different relative phase due to
change in propagation distance, r. Therefore, different phases, rel-
ative to each aspect increment, are equivalent to doppler changes.
2.2.3 Cross-range Imaging. There are two benefits for sampling over azimuthal incre-
ments. First, Appendix E shows that synthetically increasing the array size results in increased
radar gain. Additionally, azimuthal sampling establishes a doppler basis for cross-range imaging
by rotating the target through an azimuth Θ and sampling frequency for the same reflection point
in different locations. The received signal has a different phase for each target azimuthal sam-
ple, which is equivalent to doppler changes. Figure 2.7 shows the geometry for the DFT. The
azimuthal sampling during target rotation results in doppler changes proportional to the temporal
difference in propagation distance. Cross-range imaging is accomplished by transforming this time
domain data into frequency doppler data as shown in Section 2.2.1. One method utilizes a Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT), which coherently sums all target scatterers [21]. Since the radar’s beam
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is focused on target rotation center and imaged over its surface, a function is required determining
phase corrections for coherent signal summation. This function is determined by fixing a center
frequency fo and rotating the target through a range
−Θ
2 ≤ 0 ≤ Θ2 where Θ is the synthetic
aperture extent. A scattered field Es (θ, f) summation, where θ represents individual sampling
steps in Θ, results in
G (x, y) =
∑
θ
Es (θ) ej2kr(θ,x,y) . (2.10)
Equation (2.10) describes coherent field summation, where 2r represents round trip distance be-
tween the radar and scatterer. This distance r is dependent upon the scatterer’s location (x, y) at
each azimuthal increment θ through the target’s rotation. The wave number k describes propaga-
tion and is related to wavelength by k = 2π
λ
. Equation (2.10) is referred to as a beam steering
function because it represents electric field sampling at arbitrary target points, while maintaining
radar alignment with target rotation center [21]. Therefore, the geometry of Fig. 2.5 shows the
target scattering center positions are described by
r (θ, x, y) = Ro
√
1 +
2 (y cos θ − x sin θ)
Ro
+
x2 + y2
R2o
, (2.11)
where x and y represent scattering center spatial coordinates referenced to the target rotation center
and Ro is the radar to target rotation center distance. Inserting Eqn. (2.11) into Eqn. (2.10), the
steered synthetic aperture response function becomes
G (x, y) =
∑
θ
Es (θ) e
j 4π
λ
Ro
√
1+
2(ycosθ−xsinθ)
Ro
+ x
2+y2
R2o , (2.12)
which is the focused beam steer equation. Some approximations are made to Eqn. (2.12) which
simplify computational analysis. Assuming imaging distance Ro ≫ d where d is the largest
target dimension, then small angle approximations can be made where sin θ = θ and cos θ = 1.
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Additionally, the FF assumption Ro ≫ (x or y) implies higher order terms ∝ 1Rno approach 0
for n > 1, resulting in
G (x, y) =
∑
θ
Es (θ) e
j 4π
λ
Ro
√
1+
2(y−xθ)
Ro . (2.13)
Further reduction is made by recognizing the exponential square root term is approximated by a
binomial expansion1. Applying far-field approximations reduces the exponent to Ro + y − xθ.
Removing terms not a function of θ from the summation, Eqn. (2.13) is simplified to
G (x, y) = ej
4π
λ
(Ro+y)
∑
θ
Es (θ) e−j
4π
λ
xθ . (2.14)
Since cross-range location is dependent on phase shift or doppler variation in the transform, the
exponent preceding the sum is dropped and magnitude is expressed as
G (x, y) =
∑
θ
Es (θ) e−j
4π
λ
xθ . (2.15)
If the function is sampled over N equally distributed angles in the interval −Θ2 ≤ 0 ≤ Θ2 , then
θn = − Θ2 + nθ, where θ = ΘN−1 , n = 0, ...., N − 1, and Eqn. (2.15) becomes
G (x, y) =
N−1
∑
n=0
Es (θ) e−j
4π
λ
xθ . (2.16)
The cross-range resolution is established by recalling the DFT pair for sampled signals2, where
sampling intervals are given by Ω = 2π
NT
and T in the representative domains [22]. Letting T = θ
and Ω = 2kx, then Eqn. (2.16) is in DFT form. Therefore, over this function’s sampling interval
2kx = nΩ (2.17)
1(1 + x)m = 1 + mx + m (m − 1) x
2
2!
+ m (m − 1) (m − 2) x
3
3!
+ .....
2F (nΩ) =
∑N−1
m=0 f (mT ) e
−jTmnΩ and f (mT ) = 1
N
∑N−1
n=0 f (nT ) e
+jTmnΩ
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cross-range resolution is defined as
xn =
λ
2Θ
, (2.18)
where Θ = Nθ is the total aperture size. Therefore, an increase in resolution requires a decrease in
center frequency or an increase in azimuth for data collection. Frequency referenced in cross-range
resolution through λ is the center frequency.
The previous sections establish the concepts for establishing a synthetic array and its use
in downrange and cross-range imaging. However, the direct rectangular DFT application to polar
formatted frequency/azimuth data results in an unfocused image. Figure 2.8 shows that the polar
formatted data represents the data collected with a focused beam. However, in order to use a
rectangular DFT on polar formatted data, the measurement distance must approach infinity to
make the small angle and plane wave approximations. These approximations are necessary to
accurately form the rectangular sample grid of Fig. 2.8. Therefore, rectangular DFT application
requires the polar formatted data to be uniformly resampled onto a rectangular grid.
2.3 Trapezoidal or “Keystone”: Image Focusing Method [12,21]
The previous section outlines the basic ISAR concepts. This section provides the Trapezoidal
method of image focusing. Image focusing is shown to have great impact on determining scattering
center spatial locations within an image.
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, radar data is collected and processed in frequency vs. azimuth
polar format and image data is desired in a downrange vs. cross-range rectangular format. A
desired DFT transform pair from frequency/azimuth to a rectangular equivalent domain, k-space,
is based on the kernel,
~r (θ, x, y) = ~kx + ~ky . (2.19)
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Focused
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Figure 2.8: The polar formatted ISAR data represents a focused
beam. However, rectangular DFT application to polar formatted
data requires an infinite radar to target distance where a plane
wave and small angle approximation are accurate. This application
would result in an unfocused image. Therefore, polar formatted
data requires interpolation onto a uniformly sampled rectangular
grid.
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Figure 2.9: The cartesian converted frequency/azimuth data
forms a ‘keystone’ shape, where the curved lines represent lines
of constant frequency through a rotational azimuth. The polar to
cartesian conversion to kx and ky values results in nonuniformly
sampled data in both dimensions. The rectangular DFT requires
uniform rectangular sampling in both dimensions.
Equation (2.19) describes a relationship between frequency/azimuth measurement space and its
propagation equivalent components. The propagation vectors are rewritten as ~kx = kxx̂ and
~ky = ky ŷ, where kx and ky represent propagation magnitudes in cartesian directions x̂ and ŷ,
respectively. Additionally, wave number is related to frequency f by k = 2πf
c
and frequency is
related to wavelength λ by f = c
λ
. Using these relationships, Eqn. (2.19) is rewritten as
~r =
2πf
c
sin (θ) ~x +
2πf
c
cos (θ) ~y . (2.20)
Polar formatted frequency and azimuth data is converted to cartesian coordinates using
Eqn. (2.20). Plotting this raw data in Fig. 2.9 shows it has a keystone shape. Applying the
rectangular DFT of Eqn. (2.10) directly to polar formatted data results in an unfocused image as
shown in Fig. 2.10. Therefore, polar data must be interpolated onto a uniformly sampled rectan-
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Figure 2.10: Direct rectangular DFT application to polar for-
matted data results in an unfocused image. A single isotropic point
scatterer’s location, 40” downrange, is smeared in cross-range. This
smear has significant impact in determining scattering center loca-
tion.
gular grid.
This interpolation is accomplished in two steps. The raw data is interpolated in the ky
dimension onto a trapezoidal grid representing uniformly sampled data in the ky dimension and
nonuniformly sampled data in the kx dimension as seen in Fig. 2.11. This uniformly sampled ky
trapezoidal data is then interpolated onto a rectangular grid which is uniformly sampled in ky and
kx as seen in Fig. 2.12. This uniformly sampled rectangular grid defines a raw data subset and DFT
application to this data results in a focused image. Figure 2.13 shows a single isotropic scattering
center located 40” downrange whose image is focused compared to Fig. 2.10. This comparison
illustrates beam focusing and its significance in deciphering scattering center locations.
Section 2.1 through Section 2.3 established the basic concepts relative to ISAR imaging and
the impact of a spatially accurate image in determining scattering point locations. This spatially
accurate image is the foundation for scattering center mapping and its use in a NFFFT to charac-
terize FF signatures.
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Figure 2.11: The ‘keystone’ cartesian converted fre-
quency/azimuth data is interpolated onto a trapezoidal grid,
uniformly sampled in ky. However, the data is nonuniformly
sampled in kx. The rectangular DFT requires uniform rectangular
sampling in both dimensions.
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Figure 2.12: The ky uniformly sampled trapezoidal data is in-
terpolated onto a rectangular grid, uniformly sampled in kx. This
interpolation results in a uniformly sampled rectangular grid com-
pletely inscribed in the original keystone data. This uniformly sam-
pled rectangular grid satisfies the rectangular DFT requirement.
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Figure 2.13: Interpolating ‘keystone’ data to a uniformly sam-
pled rectangular grid before DFT application results in a focused
beam. A single isotropic point scatterer’s location, 40” downrange,
is easily determined within image resolution limits.
2.4 Scattering Center Extraction
Even though scattering center extraction is not performed in this work, its role in the NFFFT
of Fig. 1.1 provides the motivation for developing a spatially accurate ISAR image. Utilizing a tar-
get’s scattering characteristics from an ISAR image establishes an environment to characterize FF
RCS using NF measurements. This section utilizes the characteristics associated with ISAR imag-
ing to identify the necessity for accurate scattering center images.
The ISAR image has many applications in Automatic Target Recognition (ATR), RCS pre-
diction, and RCS reduction [9, 12, 21]. A key feature for these applications is ISAR’s capability
to identify target reflective features. When utilizing high frequency measurements, where high
frequency implies wavelength is much smaller than target scattering points, Fig. 2.14 shows that
these points or scattering centers represent target reflective features contributing to the measured
signal return [13, 26]. Therefore, target total returned power is the scattering center’s reflected
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Scattering Center
Figure 2.14: A complex target such as an aircraft, tank, or ship
can be approximated by a scattering center group when the com-
bined scattering center RCS is equivalent to the complex target
RCS at all representative aspects.
power sum,
σtgt = lim
r→∞
4πr2
n
∑
j=1
∣
∣
∣
~Esj
∣
∣
∣
2
∣
∣
∣
~Eij
∣
∣
∣
2 , (2.21)
where r is radar to the scattering center distance, n is the scattering center quantity, and ~Esj and
~Eij
are scattering center scattered and incident electric fields, respectively.
It is scattering center extraction that makes ISAR useful in many applications. These points
represent DFT transformed peak impulse response magnitudes. However, since these impulses re-
sult from a DFT transform applied to a finite data set, sidelobes are created resulting from the
transform’s sinc function. These sidelobes are typically below local maxima defined by scattering
centers producing the sidelobes. However, depending upon phase variations between multiple scat-
terers these sidelobes add constructively or destructively with other sidelobes or scattering centers.
These interactions can cause speckle, a false scattering center, or scattering center degrada-
tion. Speckle results from interactions between scattering center mainlobes and sidelobes. When a
sidelobe is phase shifted with respect to the scattering center peak, it degrades the peak magnitude
and adds to its sidelobes creating an image divided into multiple smaller scatterers that are one
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large scatterer. Speckle is different from a false target in that a false target is caused from a multi-
ple in phase sidelobe summation, resulting in a magnitude on the same order as scattering centers.
Also, multiple sidelobe phase alignment interferes destructively with actual scattering centers and
degrades response magnitudes toward the noise floor, eliminating the scattering center image. De-
pending upon target complexity, an ISAR image’s scattering center mapping is the combination
of sidelobe and scattering center interactions and rarely are magnitudes purely resultant from an
individual scatterer. Therefore, in order to remove scattering centers, sidelobe effects must also be
eliminated or targets are falsely represented by these interactions.
Many scattering center extraction techniques are used to predict RCS from ISAR images [11,
17, 18]. These methods are based on establishing scattering center spatial and/or temporal distri-
butions and projecting them from a reference point out in the original propagation direction to
acquire a Far-Field RCS. One method, ‘CLEAN’, eliminates false targets by extracting scattering
centers one at a time starting with the maximum contributor [3,25]. This process is used to improve
imaging by eliminating speckle in ISAR images. The primary assumption is that maximum contrib-
utors are never purely sidelobe interactions. Then the maximum contributor is removed from the
image along with its sidelobes, leaving the next strongest scatterer. This process is repeated until
the resulting image has a maximum magnitude equal to or below a user defined threshold. The
relative scattering center locations are retained upon removal and a scattering center mapping is
created. The image is then regenerated by only contributions from scattering centers and removing
sidelobes and interactions. Isolating these scattering centers and identifying appropriate weights
establishes necessary relationships to perform a FF planar illumination on a specified group and
determining FF RCS from the NF scattering. Therefore, synthesis provides a process to extract
scattering centers from an accurately corrected NF scattering ISAR image.
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2.5 Summary
This Chapter provides the conceptual foundation defining RCS and its dependence on FF
measurements. Since the measurements are not practical in a compact facility a NFFFT is needed
to characterize FF RCS using NF measurements. Even though the entire NFFFT process is not
covered in this document, the conceptual layout of Fig. 1.1 defines the necessity for a spatially
accurate ISAR image and its role in characterizing FF RCS.
The concepts presented in this chapter establish the basis for understanding RCS and ISAR
to establish the measurement geometry of Chapter III. This geometry is used in the NF ISAR
Synthetic Target Generator and NF ISAR process of Chapters IV and V, respectively, to generate
spatially accurate images.
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III. Near-Field Radar Environment
I
nverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) monostatic Near-Field (NF) measurement application
is the basis for approximating a large target’s Radar Cross-Section (RCS) using a scattering
center group. In a real measurement environment, limiting the ISAR measurement to a monostatic
NF environment eliminates unnecessary collimators, probes, and additional antennas. Synthetically,
this process uses a NF ISAR Synthetic Target Generator (STG) to create NF ISAR In-phase and
Quadrature (IQ) data. The NF ISAR environment is defined by the physical ISAR measurement
geometry and the electromagnetic characteristics. Using a synthetic environment simplifies the
problem by minimizing or eliminating undesired signal contributions.
This chapter establishes the specific measurement geometry supporting the NF STG and
NF ISAR process of Chapters IV and V. This measurement geometry is dependent upon the
physical limitations defined by the measurement process’ aperture, desired resolution, and target
size. Additionally, these physical parameters invoke limitations on the ISAR environment defined
by approximations in the target and scattering characteristics. As a first look, these geometries
are developed in a simulated environment that allows for the exclusion of uncontrollable effects
associated with a real measurement environment.
3.1 Synthetic Process
This section is a brief introduction to identify the simulated environment. Real ISAR mea-
surement environments have noise contributions from multipath propagation and hardware. To
avoid extraneous contributions, simplify the problem, and as a first step in creating the synthesis
environment, a purely synthetic approach is taken. This approach focuses on the NF STG and the
NF ISAR process of Fig. 3.1.
The measurement geometry is established by the NF ISAR STG. This simulation includes
physical parameters, target definition, and a NF ISAR radar simulation to generate the complex
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Figure 3.1: The primary focus in this Near-Field to Far-Field Transformation is on developing
a spatially accurate NF ISAR image. This focuses on the NF STG and ISAR process. The entire
process is describe by starting with the two ISAR Synthetic Target Generators (STGs) that take
real scattering center locations and reflectivities and create FF and NF IQ Data. The FF IQ data is
considered truth data. The NF IQ Data is imaged by an ISAR code, mapping maximum intensity
spatial locations. These complex intensities extracted by scattering center synthesis provide spatial
locations and relative phases. These locations and complex amplitudes are passed through a FF
STG producing a FF RCS. This FF RCS is compared to the true FF RCS generated from the real
locations.
IQ data. ISAR processing interpolates real or simulated polar formatted NF frequency and az-
imuth dependent data to cartesian k-space. K-space data is transformed into spatial data through
a rectangular Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). This spatially distorted data is corrected for NF
effects producing spatial imaging data necessary for RCS characterization with NF measurements.
However, the physical measurement parameter limitations and desires are considered before the
imaging process is implemented.
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Figure 3.2: A generic aircraft measured at radar to target rotation center
distance, Ro = 155
′, has downrange and cross-range extents 60′ and 45′,
respectively. The aircraft is rotated through a 60◦ azimuth in 1◦ increments.
3.2 Measurement Design
There are several parameters considered before beginning ISAR measurements. Some param-
eters are limited by target extent, measurement facility, equipment, or processing techniques. Some
requirements induce cyclic effects needing multiple refinements throughout the process.
This section defines the physical and desired measurement limitations. These limitations are
then used to design the measurement parameters used in the simulation. The layout of Fig. 3.2
establishes some existing physical limitations. These parameters include:
• The target’s cross-range extent is 45′.
• The target’s rotation is limited to an azimuthal range up to Θ = 60◦.
• The target’s rotational increment θ is limited to a 1.0◦ minimum.
• The target’s downrange extent is 60′.
• The desired downrange and cross-range resolutions are both less than or equal to 0.5”.
• The distance from the radar to target rotation center is Ro = 155′.
• The radar’s frequency range is limited to 6 GHz ≤ f ≤ 18 GHz.
• The illumination geometry is limited to a monostatic NF environment.
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Figure 3.3: Geometry for RCS measurement radar aperture design: For
large target RCS measurements, a half power beam width, subtending a
target’s extent, requires a very wide fan beam.
This chapter uses these parameters to identify the apertures role in target illumination and the
effects target size has on aperture size. Additionally, this section shows the dependence resolu-
tion has on frequency and azimuth. However, it is the sampling of frequency/azimuth data that
determines the imaging extents.
3.2.1 Aperture. Aperture size is dependent upon the target extents, frequency, and the
illumination distance. The horn size is determined by an accepted illuminating beam pattern’s
power loss across the target’s extent. In many applications, this power loss is minimized to less
than or equal to half the peak beam power. Utilizing the measurement geometry of Fig. 3.3, an
angle Ψ ≈ 21◦ subtends the target’s largest dimension d = 60′ when rotated into the cross-range
extent. At a measurement distance Ro = 155
′, this angle should equal the Half Power Beam
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Width (HPBW)
Ψ = 0.88
λ
d
rad, (3.1)
where d is the horn’s horizontal width and λ is wavelength. Solving Eqn (3.1) for d, results in a
radar horn horizontal width approximately equal to 2” at a maximum frequency f = 18 GHz.
Maximum frequency is used because HPBW is proportional to wavelength. Therefore, as the fre-
quency decreases the HPBW broadens and decreases the power loss across the target’s extent.
In addition to horizontal illumination, vertical illumination and aperture gain determine com-
promises required for acceptable horn dimensions. Pyramidal horns used for RCS measurements
of large targets, whose vertical extent is much smaller than length or width, are not dimensionally
square. Therefore, a smaller vertical HPBW subtends the target’s vertical extent and minimizes
floor and ceiling illumination. Equation (3.1) shows that increasing the aperture’s vertical dimen-
sion decreases the vertical HPBW. This decrease aids in minimizing these extraneous returns and
decreases undesirable signal contributions. An increase in the horn’s vertical dimension is also
beneficial for increasing radar gain.
Gain for a rectangular aperture is dependent upon effective horn dimensions and wavelength,
where effective aperture dimensions are determined by the aperture’s losses [2]. This gain is deter-
mined by
G = 4π
Aeff
λ2
, (3.2)
where Aeff is the horn’s effective area [13]. Therefore, a balance between horn dimensions and
wavelength must be obtained to acquire acceptable target illumination with maximum gain.
The target’s complete illumination depicted in Fig. 3.3, accounts for all scattering point con-
tributions and interactions necessary for RCS characterization through a Near-Field to Far-Field
Transformation (NFFFT). Additionally, the HPBW of Eqn. (3.1) used to established the required
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horizontal illumination is also used for vertical illumination. If HPBW is too wide, then contribu-
tions from facility boundaries are acquired. These contributions are usually attenuated to negligible
levels using absorber material outlining facility walls, floor, and ceiling. However, these materials
are very costly and in some cases absorber use is minimized by hardware gating, limiting rota-
tion azimuth, or increasing vertical horn dimensions. These methods are used to decrease facility
boundary multibounce effects. However, this simulated environment assumes only horizontal illu-
mination. Therefore, the vertical horn extent is used only for determining the aperture gain.
For real measurement environments, the vertical horn’s HPBW is calculated similar to hor-
izontal HPBW and is equated to a vertical replica of Fig. 3.2. Using a target’s vertical extent
approximately equal to 16′ and radar to target separation Ro = 155
′, the required vertical HPBW
is Ψ ≈ 6◦. Using Eqn. (3.1), this HPBW results in a minimum vertical horn dimension, d ≈ 6”.
Assuming no losses in aperture gain, effective area Aeff is equal to physical area A. Using this
assumption and a minimum frequency f = 6 GHz, Equation (3.2) results in a minimum approxi-
mated square aperture gain G ≈ 39.
In real applications, return signal strength must be above system noise levels. Therefore, al-
lowing for sufficient target illumination in both extent and power requires a balance between horn
dimensions and gain. Increasing the horn’s effective area increases radar gain and decreases over-
all illumination area. Additionally, a significant decrease in vertical horn extent results in a very
narrow radar beam. This narrow beam, if too small, neglects vertical contributions toward total
target signature. In this simulation, the illumination and imaging is limited to the two-dimensional
horizontal plane of Fig. 3.2. Therefore, the horizontal aperture dimension is d = 2” and the
vertical dimension is adjusted to establish a desired simulation gain.
This section showed that the radar’s aperture size is driven by its application. In this case, a
large target is illuminated at short distances. However, its was also shown that aperture size and
gain is dependent upon frequency. This frequency can be limited by the radar capability or the
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desired threat illuminating frequency range. However, the next section identifies that the desired
resolution for radar application is also a factor.
3.2.2 Resolution. Resolution is frequency dependent. Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 illustrated
that downrange resolution depends upon illuminating bandwidth and cross-range resolution de-
pends upon illuminating center frequency and aperture extent. Since radars are not designed to
operate at all frequencies, bandwidth limits are established by radar application and operational
limits. Downrange resolution has variability only in bandwidth. Therefore, downrange resolution is
limited by the radar’s frequency range limitations. This section establishes the relationship between
frequency and azimuth in establishing downrange and cross-range resolutions.
Section 2.2.2 showed that downrange resolution is proportional to bandwidth 12B and is de-
termined using
∆y =
c
2B
. (3.3)
Using Eqn. (3.3), a downrange resolution ∆ y = 0.5”, defined in Section 3.2, requires an approxi-
mate bandwidth of B ≈ 12 GHz. However, Section 2.2.3 showed that fixing the center frequency
of this bandwidth establishes azimuthal rotation dependence of cross-range resolution. Cross-range
resolution is determined using
∆x =
λ
2Θ
. (3.4)
However, Section 3.2 showed that for this application, target azimuthal rotation is limited to
Θ ≤ 60◦. Therefore, the best possible resolution is for a full 60◦ rotation. Utilizing a full
azimuthal rotation, either a desired center frequency establishes cross-range resolution or desired
cross-range resolution establishes a required center frequency. The decision is based on whether
application drives radar purchase or an existing radar limits application. Using Eqn. (3.4) and
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a desired cross-range resolution less than or equal to 0.5” results in a required center frequency
greater than 11 GHz. Therefore, a 12 GHz bandwidth centered on a 12 GHz frequency results in
a 6 GHz - 18 GHz frequency range. The selected bandwidth and center frequency either limits or is
limited by radar, aperture, and resolution. Downrange and cross-range resolutions are determined
from azimuth and frequency ranges. However, the corresponding range sampling rates determine
imageable spatial extents.
3.2.3 Extents. Both azimuth and frequency sampling rates determine ISAR imageable
cross-range and downrange extents, respectively. However, computational burden increases with
higher sampling rates. Additionally, large target rotational hardware is limited to 1◦ azimuthal
increments. Appendix G illustrates how these increments result in large targets being well under
sampled. Therefore, a significant increase in hardware rotational fidelity is necessary to image
large targets in compact ranges. However, if scattering center response, magnitude, and phase are
predictable throughout rotation, interpolation techniques can be applied to synthetically enhance
rotational fidelity [12].
Appendix G shows that limiting cross-range and downrange extents to 100” × 100” also
relieves computational burden by reducing the required sampling rates necessary to satisfy the
Nyquist criteria. Limiting downrange and cross-range extents and following the phase study of Ap-
pendix G results in minimum frequency and azimuth sampling of 600 and 1000 samples, respectively.
This reduced sampling relieves computational burden and provides a spatial environment still sat-
isfying the NF criteria necessary for large target illumination.
This section showed that the target’s size effects many measurement process parameters. The
horn’s illuminating extent, gain, and extents are all directly or indirectly affected by target size.
Additionally, the sampling rates increase computational burden with increasing target extents. One
method for reducing this computation burden in a simulated environment is to reduce the target’s
model fidelity. Target model fidelity can be reduced by approximating ISAR targets with scattering
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centers. These scattering centers represent reflective points on a target’s surface. This model is
developed in the next section by approximating a target using isotropic point scatterer groups.
3.3 Scattering Centers
Approximating a target using scattering centers provides a basis for using ISAR images or
scattering maps to characterize large target FF RCS. Therefore, this section discusses the scattering
model, assumptions, and the scattering role in target approximation within the simulation.
This target approximation requires a high frequency model, where high frequency implies tar-
get scattering sources are small relative to wavelength. Therefore, using high frequency Geometric
Optics (GO) approximations for this model establishes justification for approximating scattering
points as isotropic radiators [1, 13]. An isotropic radiator’s electric field is described by [1]
~E = ~p
1
4πr2
e(−jkr) , (3.5)
where ~p is the polarization vector, 14πr2 is propagation amplitude decay, and kr is propagation
phase, dependent upon wavenumber k = 2π
λ
and observation distance r. The isotropic radiator’s
scattered electromagnetic field is dependent upon the electromagnetic field incident upon its surface
~Ei = ~piAe
(−jkr) , (3.6)
where A is the transmitted field strength, ~pi is the incident field polarization vector, and r is
the radar to scattering center propagation distance. This incident field induces currents on the
scattering center and the scattering center radiates the energy back to the radar. Additionally,
incident energy reflected is dependent upon material parameters and is summed up in the reflection
coefficient. The reflection coefficient is complex and has a magnitude and phase ranging from 0 - 1
and 0◦ − 180◦, respectively [13]. Therefore, the received monostatic scattered electromagnetic
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field is
~Es = (~p · ~pi)
Ag
(4πr2)
2 e
(−j2kr) , (3.7)
where g is the reflection coefficient, the dot product identifies polarization mismatches, and two-way
propagation is satisfied by squaring the propagation decay and doubling the phase [2]. Polarization
mismatches between incident field and scattering center or scattered field and receiving aperture
result in a Polarization Loss Factor (PLF). This PLF ranges from 0 − 1 and adjusts the received
magnitude through the dot product based on these mismatches. However, in the synthetic process
the polarization mismatches, if present, are assumed negligible or accountable using the reflection
coefficient. Therefore, the scattered electromagnetic field is represented as
~Es =
gA
(4πr2)
2 e
(−j2kr) . (3.8)
A reflection coefficient, whose magnitude is less than one, accounts for reflected energy lost
through absorption, transmission, and, in this assumption, mismatched polarization. If phase
components are not equal to zero, phase changes are induced by a surface’s scattering nature.
Surface induced phase changes add an additional phase shift measured at the radar. This phase shift
alters true scattering center phase and induces more constructive or destructive interference between
scatterers. These interactions result in either larger or smaller coherently summed RCS. Therefore,
synthetic scattering centers are defined by location and complex reflection coefficient accounting for
amplitude losses and phase shifts in the original signal. Accurate representation of scattering center
characteristics is necessary for generating a physical target approximation with scattering maps.
However, as shown in Section 2.2.3, if the reflection coefficient assumed independent of azimuth or
frequency its induced phase change is constant for all samples. Therefore, it is taken outside the
DFT of Eqn. (2.14) and has not effect on downrange or cross-range imaging.
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 established the NF measurement and target models. The target is
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approximated as a group of isotropic scattering centers, whose scattering is spherical. The spherical
scattering is used to model amplitude decay and resulting phase. The amplitude and phase are
also dependent upon a complex reflection coefficient, which is assumed constant in all samples.
However, there are other scattering wave effects. These effects are covered in the next section by
defining what is meant by NF measurement and how this environment is related to target and
aperture size.
3.4 Near-Field Range
A facility’s NF environment is determined by aperture size, target size, radar/target sepa-
ration distance, wavelength, and radar parameters. Limiting the radar to one antenna, without
beam correction, creates a monostatic measurement environment. This environment eliminates
the cost of unnecessary beam correction equipment. However, it also limits its direct application
to FF measurements. FF RCS measurements require target planar radar illumination, where all
scattering points at equivalent downrange distances are in phase. Approximating electromagnetic
propagation using spherical Geometric Optics (GO) results in an equiphase wavefront existing only
at infinity [1]. Therefore, planar RCS measurements are not physically realizable. However a user
specified target extent propagation phase tolerance is used to approximate FF illumination condi-
tions [13]. Figure 3.4 shows the propagation phase difference kh, where k is the wave number and
h is the spatial difference, across a target’s extent decreases as the propagation distance increases.
Therefore, defining an acceptable phase difference for a target’s extent establishes a minimum ap-
proximated FF range.
This section shows that FF range is dependent upon the source’s maximum extent. The
source is defined by the electromagnetic waves origination. The initial source is the radar’s trans-
mission through the horn aperture illuminating the target. However, the currents induced on the
target surface produce an additional electromagnetic wave whose source is the target. Therefore,
the FF criteria is dependent upon the radar aperture and the target. Furthermore, since the target
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Figure 3.4: The far-field approximation is arbitrary and dependent upon
the radar measurement phase difference tolerable for a specific application.
As an electromagnetic wave propagates, the phase variance kh (where k
is the wavenumber) across the target extent decreases as the propagation
radius r increases.
is larger than the radar aperture it is shown that the target requires a much larger measurement
distance.
3.4.1 Target’s Near-Field Scattering. The target extent, illumination range, wavelength,
and acceptable phase tolerance are used to approximate FF required range. This relationship and
a typical phase tolerance π8 result in a FF required range derived in Appendix B by
r = 2
d2
λ
, (3.9)
where d is the target’s largest dimension and λ is wavelength. Since r is proportional to 1
λ
,
shorter wavelengths or higher frequencies are the most range limiting and require longer propa-
gation ranges. As an example a target’s largest extent d = 60′ is illuminated by a maximum
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frequency f = 18 GHz having a wavelength λ = c
f
results in a target’s FF scattering distance
r ≈ 40 km. Therefore, a facility not satisfying this FF requirement is considered a NF range.
Facilities satisfying this constraint are impractical to construct. Subsequently, a compact range
requires hardware and/or software field correction.
This section established that the radar aperture is receiving NF scattering due to the target’s
size and its distance from the radar. However, radar antenna illuminating characteristics must also
be considered. As shown in the next section, in monostatic NF measurement environments the
target size is the limiting factor for illumination characteristics. Since the target is much larger
than the radar horn dimensions, the target is actually FF illuminated.
3.4.2 Radar’s Far-Field Illumination. It is not a good idea to operate within an aperture’s
illuminating NF range. Since the radar aperture is much smaller than the target, its NF maximum
distance is much lower than a large target. Therefore, large target scattering at the illuminating NF
range is improbable to predict. This unpredictability makes NF measurements a difficult extension
to FF RCS characterization [13]. However, extending the illumination and scattering further from
the source, the waves can be approximated by either cylindrical or spherical wave propagation.
Additionally, operating at ranges satisfying the FF range allows a propagating wave approximation
using planar waves [1]. The horn’s largest dimension and the relationship described in Eqn. (3.9)
determine illuminating FF requirements.
As an example, utilize the horizontal horn width dimension of 2”, a π8 phase tolerance, and
maximum frequency f = 18 GHz. Equation. (3.9) shows an illumination range of 155’ satisfies
the radar horn’s minimum FF illumination range of approximately 12”. Therefore, the target is
illuminated in the radar’s FF.
This section showed that based on illuminating or scattering source size and the FF range
requirement of Eqn. (3.9), the target is FF illuminated and the horn receives NF scattering. Even
though the target is in the radar’s FF illumination, the illuminating electromagnetic waves are still
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modelled as spherical waves. This computational model keeps the electromagnetic wave properties
consistent and maintains the illuminating accuracy.
3.4.3 Summary and Scenario Physical Parameters. This chapter established the physical
measurement and scattering models necessary for the NF STG and the NF ISAR process compo-
nents shown in the NFFFT process of Fig. 3.1. Therefore, an input file is developed to provide these
parameters to the NF STG. These parameters are used by the ISAR NF STG to generate the sim-
ulated measurement geometry in Fig. 3.5. The input file and Fig. 3.5 establishes the measurement
parameters which include:
• Desired frequency range is within 6 GHz ≤ f ≤ 18 GHz.
• Radar to target rotation center distance is set at 155′.
• Rotational azimuth has 1001 samples.
• Frequency range has 1001 samples.
• Azimuthal rotation range is within −30◦ ≤ θr ≤ 30◦.
• Horn horizontal and vertical dimensions are 2” and 16”, respectively.
• Scattering center quantity is scenario dependent.
• Scattering center spatial distribution are limited to two-dimensions to simplify the problem.
• Cross-range and downrange locations are based on individual scattering centers within a
scenario.
• Scattering center reflection coefficients are based on individual scattering centers within a
scenario.
Other constants and parameters may apply but are not necessarily user adjusted. Those
parameters listed with numerical values are held constant unless alteration presents further pro-
cess understanding. These values exceed or match the minimum values calculated in the previous
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Figure 3.5: A 100” x 100” target extent is measured at a radar to target
rotation center distance Ro = 155
′. The target is rotated through a 60◦
azimuth in 0.06◦ increments and scattering centers are illuminated synthet-
ically by the specified bandwidth within this area.
sections. The other parameters, in a real measurement environment, are specifically target de-
pendent and are unknown and embedded in the ISAR data. These parameters are used in the
ISAR NF STG of Chapter IV for specific target configurations to generate NF IQ data needed for
the ISAR processing routine of Chapter V to create accurately representative ISAR scattering maps.
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IV. Radar Near-Field Synthetic Target Generator
T
he Near-Field (NF) Synthetic Target Generator (STG) establishes the two-dimensional In-
verse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) rotational illumination geometry of Fig. 4.1. This
process is simulated to minimize extraneous real world interactions and noise. The STG simulates
monostatic continuous wave radar target illumination through azimuthal rotation increments. The
result is frequency and azimuth dependent In-phase and Quadrature (IQ) complex data from the
coherently summed NF target scattered electromagnetic fields.
This chapter utilizes the parameters developed in Chapter III to define the simulated STG in
the Near-Field Far-Field Transformation (NFFFT) process of Fig. 4.2. These parameters include
• Desired frequency range is within 6 GHz ≤ f ≤ 18 GHz.
• Radar to target rotation center distance is set at 155′.
• Rotational azimuth has 1001 samples.
• Frequency range has 1001 samples.
• Azimuthal rotation range is within −30◦ ≤ θr ≤ 30◦.
• Horn horizontal and vertical dimensions are 2” and 16”, respectively.
• Scattering center quantity is scenario dependent.
• Scattering center spatial distribution are limited to two-dimensions to simplify the problem.
• Cross-range and downrange locations are based on individual scattering centers within a
scenario.
• Scattering center reflection coefficients are based on individual scattering centers within a
scenario.
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Figure 4.1: A 100” × 100” extent measured at a radar to target rotation
center distance Ro = 155
′. The target is rotated through a 60◦ azimuth
in 0.06◦ increments and scattering centers are illuminated synthetically by
the specified bandwidth within this area.
The STG models the specific effects caused by targets rotation, radar illumination, and the scattered
electromagnetic field. The STG goal is to produce a scattered field model using these effects to
generate NF IQ data used in ISAR image processing.
4.1 Target Rotation
Utilizing high frequency assumptions, targets are accurately approximated by a scattering
center group [13]. Therefore, STG targets are defined by multiple individual scattering center
locations and reflection coefficients. This section shows how these locations determine the scattering
center rotational geometry needed for ISAR and its effect on propagation distances.
This rotational geometry has two references as shown in Fig. 4.3. The spatial reference
is the scattering center’s rotational location with respect to the target rotation center and the
illumination reference is with respect to the radar. These relationships establish the scattering
center range and direction necessary in determining radar pattern effects and propagation decay
in returned signals. The illumination relationship is dependent upon scattering center location
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Figure 4.2: The primary focus in this Near-Field to Far-Field Transformation is on developing
a spatially accurate NF ISAR image. This focuses on the NF STG and ISAR process. The entire
process is describe by starting with the two ISAR Synthetic Target Generators (STGs) that take
real scattering center locations and reflectivities and create FF and NF IQ Data. The FF IQ data is
considered truth data. The NF IQ Data is imaged by an ISAR code, mapping maximum intensity
spatial locations. These complex intensities extracted by scattering center synthesis provide spatial
locations and relative phases. These locations and complex amplitudes are passed through a FF
STG producing a FF RCS. This FF RCS is compared to the true FF RCS generated from the real
locations.
throughout the rotational azimuth.
The trigonometric relationships between scattering center and rotation center establish the
initial azimuth θo = tan
−1 xo
yo
and rotation radius ρ =
√
x2o + y
2
o . The scattering center is rotated
through an azimuthal range defined by θo − Θ2 ≤ θo ≤ θo + Θ2 , where the total azimuth Θ
is centered on the initial azimuth. For each incremental rotation angle θr in this azimuthal range,
scattering center illumination range r is calculated as
r =
√
(yr − Ro)2 + x2r , (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Each scattering center has a true location (yo, xo) and initial
azimuth θo defining its distance ρ and direction from target rotation cen-
ter (0, 0). In ISAR, target scattering centers are rotated incrementally over
an azimuth Θ centered on the initial azimuth. Therefore, initial rotation
azimuth θi is the initial azimuth minus half the rotational azimuth. Each
azimuthal step is an additional increment from the initial rotation azimuth
to the final rotation azimuth θf . These relationships and radar to target
rotation center distance Ro determine radar to scattering center rotational
direction φ and range r through synthetic target generated incremental
azimuthal steps θ.
where yr = ρ cos θr is the rotational downrange coordinate and xr = ρ sin θr is the rotational
cross-range coordinate. Illumination range and the rotational cross-range coordinate are used to
calculate the radar to scattering center direction φ = sin−1 xr
r
. This propagation direction defines
the scattering center’s location within the radar’s illuminating radiation pattern.
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4.2 Radar Illumination
Synthetic radar illumination simplifies the problem by eliminating extraneous signal noise
caused by a real measurement environment. The ISAR NF STG simulates a monostatic continuous
wave radar illuminating the target utilizing frequency sweeps in azimuthal increments. These fre-
quency/azimuth pairs define the radar’s illumination pattern and gain. Illumination pattern and
gain are based on the radiating aperture. The rectangular aperture radiation and gain approxima-
tions for a pyramidal horn are used to define the scattered energy sampled by the radar.
4.2.1 Radiation Pattern. The radiation pattern defines the radar’s illuminating power
distribution in space. Since the power distribution is not uniform, the location within this pattern
determines the illumination energy on the scattering center. This pattern is dependent upon the
illuminating aperture’s geometry. The pyramidal horn, a two-dimensional aperture, results in
three-dimensional illumination. However, two-dimensional ISAR imaging does not allow for three-
dimensional target representation. Therefore, returns from the vertical target extents are assumed
to be imaged onto the horizontal plane. The normalized two-dimensional illumination pattern is
approximated by
E (φ) =
[
sin
{
π
(
d
λ
)
sin φ
}
π
(
d
λ
)
sinφ
]2
, (4.2)
where d is the illumination plane’s aperture dimension and λ is wavelength [24]. This pattern is a
squared sinc function whose mainlobe defines the energy distribution subtending the target extents.
Figure 4.4 shows a normalized radiation pattern with a magnitude ranging from 0 − 1 dependent
upon the location within the pattern. However, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the desired HPBW
coverage in the illumination plane is approximately equal to the target’s largest extent. Therefore,
the minimum normalized pattern magnitude illuminating the target is approximately equal to 0.5.
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Figure 4.4: This is a normalized radar radiation pattern for a scattering
center located 360” downrange from and rotated ±90◦ about the target’s
rotation center. The mainlobe width narrows as the frequency increases.
Additionally, the normalized magnitude decreases as the scattering center
moves across the mainlobe with respect to the radar. This figure is rep-
resentative of a sinc squared function’s mainlobe and its dependence upon
frequency and location within the beam.
The radiation pattern determines the power distribution within the beam pattern. However, its
the radar’s gain that determines the peak power within the beam pattern.
4.2.2 Gain. Gain is a transmitting and receiving power multiplier. In the monostatic
case, where the transmitter and receiver are the same aperture, the same gain is applied to the
transmitted signal and the received signal. A rectangular aperture’s gain is approximated by
G = 4π
Aeff
λ2
, (4.3)
where Aeff is the aperture’s effective capture area. When the aperture area is held constant, the
gain is dependent upon frequency, where f = c
λ
and c is the speed of light. As frequency increases,
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Figure 4.5: The synthetic target generator gain is approximated as a
rectangular aperture’s gain. Holding the aperture area constant, the gain
increases with frequency. Additionally, as a scattering center is rotated
through a ±90◦ azimuth, the gain remains constant because it is not de-
pendent upon range or location within the main beam.
λ decreases. Therefore, Fig. 4.5 shows that gain increases with frequency and does not vary with
azimuth. However, Eqn. (4.3) does show that gain decreases as aperture area decreases.
Utilizing two-dimensional imaging and limiting the simulated illumination pattern to the
horizontal dimension only, the horn’s vertical extent is significantly increased, which increases the
gain significantly. Since gain is applied to the transmitter and receiver, the total gain for a received
monostatic signal is
G =
(
4π
Aeff
λ2
)2
. (4.4)
In the STG, the gain and beam pattern combination
Es =
[
4π
Aeff
λ2
sin
{
π
(
d
λ
)
sin φ
}
π
(
d
λ
)
sinφ
]2
(4.5)
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Figure 4.6: Combining the normalized radar radiation pattern with the
gain results in a pattern which is more constant at lower frequencies. How-
ever, as frequency increases the beam’s narrowing overcomes the gain re-
sulting in a pattern whose energy concentration is centered on the mainlobe
and is significantly dependent upon location within the mainlobe.
results in the illuminating monostatic scattered electromagnetic field Es energy distribution of
Fig. 4.6.
This section outlined the measurement affects on the energy distribution based on radar and
target physical measurement parameters. The following section concentrates on fields generated
from isotropic scattering centers and the propagation affects on transmitted energy.
4.3 Scattered Electromagnetic Field
This section uses the results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 to produce the simulated scattered elec-
tromagnetic field used to generate the complex IQ data needed for ISAR processing. The scattered
electromagnetic field results from an object’s illumination, whose resultant currents reradiate en-
ergy back to the radiating source [1]. The ISAR NF STG approximates the isotropic radiator’s
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Figure 4.7: A scattering center located 360” downrange from and rotated
±90◦ about the target’s rotation center. The decay dependence on propaga-
tion distance, r, results in a decreasing decay as it approaches the rotation
range extremes. Considering the scattering center’s starting location, the
propagation distance decreases as it rotates toward the radar.
scattered field utilizing spherical wave propagation. Therefore, the energy received is dependent
upon the transmitted and reflected energy decay. Using a monostatic radar and assuming all energy
is reflected, the received energy is a product of reflectivity, gain, and the transmitted energy. How-
ever, the energy’s spherical distribution results in a decay which is dependent upon the propagation
radius. Figure 4.7 shows that as scattering location rotates toward or away from the radar, the
resultant decay increases or decreases, respectively. Additionally, the electromagnetic field’s phase
is dependent upon its propagation range. However, the phase is also dependent upon wavelength.
The wavelength defines the number of cycles or periods travelled for a spatial or temporal
distance. Therefore, the electromagnetic field’s magnitude and phase is approximated by
Es =
gAG2
(4πr2)
2 E(φ)e
(−j2kr) , (4.6)
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where g is the reflectivity and A is the transmitted signal amplitude. The decay term of Eqn. (4.6)
1
4πr2 is squared applying energy loss due to two-way propagation and the phase term kr is doubled
accounting for two-way propagation as shown in Section 3.3. However, initial phase from the radar
is not predictable in real measurements. Therefore, the calibration procedure of Section 2.1.2 is
used to normalize the RCS and set a phase reference. Since the background and mounts are not
a concern in the STG, the STG utilizes the target’s rotation center Ro as a phase reference and
produces scattered fields resulting in
Es =
gAG2
(4πr2)
2 E (φ) e
[−j2k(r−Ro)] . (4.7)
This scattered field is from one scattering center’s contribution. To determine the total electric
field, the electromagnetic fields from multiple scattering centers must be coherently summed. The
coherent sum accounts for all interactions between scattering contributions adding in and out of
phase resulting in a total scattered electromagnetic field
Etot =
∞
∑
j=1
Esj , (4.8)
where j represents individual scattering centers. Therefore, RCS is the coherent sum of target
scattering centers.
This section showed that the ISAR NF STG electromagnetic field simulates a radar with a
pyramidal horn, illuminating a large target in the horn’s FF. However, the scattered field received by
the radar horn is in the target’s NF. Therefore, the scattered field is approximated using spherical
waves. Even though the horn’s FF propagation can be approximated by planar illumination,
spherical illumination is used to simplify the process simulation. Additionally, a phase reference is
established to simulate the phase reference set through real measurement calibration. This total
electromagnetic field and the resulting IQ data are needed for ISAR processing to establish an
accurate scattering center map.
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4.4 Summary
This chapter develops the simulation process that generates IQ data of Eqn. 4.7 dependent
upon the ISAR rotational process, radar illumination characteristics of Eqn.4.2, and scattered elec-
tromagnetic field properties. This results in the IQ data for each target reflection point. The
coherent summation of each reflection point’s contribution results in the total scattered field of
Eqn. 4.8. Equation 4.8 represents the frequency/azimuth dependent IQ data for the ISAR mea-
surement process. This STG provides the first step in the NFFFT process of Fig. 4.2. The limited
focus outlined in the NF STG and NF ISAR blocks of Fig. 4.2 concludes with Chapter V and the
NF ISAR implementation.
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V. Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar Processing
I
nverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) produces radar frequency and azimuth dependent
In-phase and Quadrature (IQ) data. This data is processed creating spatially dependent scat-
tering image maps. Accurate scattering maps form the foundation for scattering center synthesis
and target Far-Field (FF) Radar Cross-Section (RCS) approximation.
This chapter outlines the process for generating scattering maps using a Trapezoidal ISAR
processing technique. This technique uses a two-dimensional rectangular Discrete Fourier Trans-
form (DFT) based method requiring polar to cartesian conversion, rectangular interpolation, to
produce scattering maps. In addition a new Near-Field (NF) correction technique is used to cor-
rect the scattering map. This correction results in spatially locating scattering centers within the
ISAR process resolution.
5.1 Interpolation
This section shows that in order to apply a rectangular DFT, the In-phase and Quadrature
(IQ) data must be interpolated onto a uniformly sampled rectangular grid. However, Trapezoidal
ISAR of Section 2.3 requires conversion of polar formatted frequency/azimuth data to cartesian
propagation space, where ky and kx represent two-dimensional cartesian propagation coordinates
defining k-space.
The propagation data is dependent upon wavenumber and rotation angle θr. Wavenum-
ber k = 2πf
c
, where c is the speed of light, is dependent upon frequency f . Therefore, the
frequency/azimuth data is overlayed onto the cartesian propagation grid of Fig. 5.1. The carte-
sian grid’s geometry relates cartesian propagation space to polar frequency/azimuth space and is
converted using
ky =
2πf
c
cos θr (5.1)
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Figure 5.1: ISAR data is collected by recording energy returns
from frequency sweeps along target rotation increments θ. This
creates polar formatted data with a reference center at the target’s
rotation center.
and
kx =
2πf
c
sin θr . (5.2)
This conversion results in nonuniformly sampled cartesian data and rectangular DFT application
to this data results in an unfocused image as shown in Section 2.3. Therefore, this data must be
interpolated onto a uniformly sampled rectangular grid.
The interpolation of IQ data onto a rectangular grid is defined through raw data inscrip-
tion, circumscription, or a combination of both as shown in Fig. 5.2. Utilizing the fully inscribed
rectangular interpolation grid of Fig. 5.3 avoids data extrapolation, however sampled data outside
this grid is not used in the interpolation. To avoid data extrapolation, interpolation onto a fully
inscribed grid is accomplished with two one-dimensional interpolations in ky and kx, respectively.
Data is first interpolated onto the trapezoidal grid uniformly sampled in ky whose range is defined
by the desired rectangular grid. Using the rectangular grid inscription of Fig. 5.3, the minimum and
maximum ky extents for this rectangular grid are extracted directly from the converted trapezoidal
data set. Therefore, the rectangular grid minimum ky value is the first sample in the row where
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Figure 5.2: Rectangular interpolation boundaries either fully inscribe
(1), partially inscribe (2), or are fully circumscribed within (3) the raw
data. The grids are not limited to these examples.
kx = 0. The maximum ky value is the last sample in the row where kx = ± θmax and θmax
represents half the full rotation angle. Figure 5.4 shows the resulting data is a trapezoidal grid
uniformly sampled in ky and nonuniformly sampled in kx. However, the rectangular DFT needs a
rectangular grid uniformly sampled in both ky and kx.
To complete the two-dimensional interpolation, the trapezoidal grid requires a one-dimensional
interpolation uniformly sampling kx into the rectangular grid overlayed onto the trapezoidal inter-
polation grid as seen in Fig. 5.3. The range for kx is determined from the interpolated ky values. The
interpolated data points represent incremental ky values in constant azimuthal rows. Since kx val-
ues are symmetric across the ky axis, kx range is calculated as, −ky tan θmax ≤ kx ≤ ky tan θmax.
The trapezoidal data interpolated onto this kx range results in a uniformly sampled rectangular
grid in ky and kx as depicted by the kx interpolated values of Fig. ??. Care must be taken in the
chosen interpolation routine. The interpolation of the symmetric data set must yield a symmetric
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Figure 5.3: The ‘keystone’ cartesian converted frequency/azimuth data
is interpolated onto a trapezoidal grid, uniformly sampled in ky. The ky
range is determined by the fully inscribed rectangular grid.
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Figure 5.4: The ky uniformly sampled trapezoidal data is in-
terpolated onto a rectangular grid, uniformly sampled in kx. This
interpolation results in a uniformly sampled rectangular grid com-
pletely inscribed in the original keystone data. This uniformly sam-
pled rectangular grid satisfies the rectangular DFT requirement.
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Figure 5.5: Since, the In-phase and Quadrature data is complex, care
must be taken in the interpolation process. Original data subsets must
result from the original interpolated magnitude and phase data. As the
process progresses from top to bottom: The top represents the raw polar
data converted to k cartesian values. The raw data is interpolated in the ky
dimension resulting in a raw data subset. Then the data is interpolated in
the kx dimension resulting in a raw and ky data subset. If the data is not
a subset, the original data is under sampled or the interpolation program
does not work for this application.
data subset after interpolation. Notice the one-dimensional interpolations in ky and kx in Fig. 5.5
results in a symmetric data subsets of raw and ky interpolated data, respectively
The interpolation steps are outlined in Fig. 5.5 showing that for each step of interpolation,
the interpolated region contains the magnitude and phase data as the interpolated region overlayed
onto the original data. Since the data represented by ky and kx is complex, the interpolation for the
data within these new ranges was performed on the magnitude and phase vectors separately. After
interpolation the terms were recombined forming the interpolated complex data. This uniform
rectangular sampling prepares the data for a rectangular DFT.
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5.2 Discrete Fourier Transform
This section discusses effects of using the DFT on finite sampled data and the DFT’s role for
the imaging process. The interpolation of Section 5.1 prepares the IQ data for a two-dimensional
rectangular DFT which is required by Trapezoidal ISAR to transform from the propagation domain
to the spatial domain. The kernel
~r =
2πf
c
sin (θ)~kx +
2πf
c
cos (θ)~ky (5.3)
is necessary for Trapezoidal ISAR and defines the propagation to spatial domain transform pair
of Section 2.3. The Fourier transform is defined for two-dimensional infinite sampling. However,
ISAR data is limited in both dimensions. Therefore, the Fourier responses are made up of two-
dimensional sinc functions, whose mainlobe width is equivalent to the resolution in each dimension.
Additionally, each response has sidelobes that extend beyond the mainlobe in both dimensions.
Sidelobes interact with other sidelobes and target responses. These interactions increase or
degrade the true responses due to constructive and destructive interference. Therefore, minimizing
the sidelobe magnitudes avoids false scattering responses in the image. Windowing is applied to
lower sidelobe levels caused by spectral leakage from limited sampling. The DFT takes advantage
of doppler shifts resulting between the azimuth and frequency sampling when the other is held
constant. The DFT results in impulse responses identifying scattering centers relative to the spatial
transform. These responses must then be related to the downrange and cross-range extents.
5.3 Imaging
This section defines how the DFT impulse responses and the sampling rates are related to
the spatial domain downrange and cross-range extents. The imaging extents are defined by the
effective frequency and azimuth ranges. Without interpolation, the extents are dependent upon the
original ranges and sampling rates. However, interpolation redefines the frequency and/or azimuth
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ranges usable by the rectangular grid. Figure 5.6 shows that interpolated ranges and sampling
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Figure 5.6: The cross-range and downrange extents are dependent upon
the resampled increments in effective bandwidth and aperture limited by
the k-space rectangular grid inscribed in the frequency/azimuth space key-
stone. When the resampling in k-space is accomplished. These k-space
limitations can be mapped back to the original frequency/azimuth data us-
ing the kernel of Eqn. 5.3. If the frequency/azimuth ranges do not contain
the same bandwidth and azimuth, then the target extents and resolution
are redefined in this process.
rates redefine the bandwidth and azimuthal rotation. Therefore, the image’s spatial extents are
redefined based on
keffy = 2π
f eff
c
(
m−1
)
(5.4)
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and
keffx = 2r tan
Θ
2
(
m−1
)
, (5.5)
where the rectangular grid boundaries redefine the limitations on bandwidth and ky and kx coor-
dinates. These limitations are referred to as effective bandwidth Beff , effective ky-coordinate k
eff
y ,
and effective kx-coordinate k
eff
x . Additionally, r is the propagation range and
Θ
2 is the angle to the
maximum cross-range extent at the effective center frequency f effo , Fig. 5.6. The spatial domain
maximum extents are calculated from k-space extents by [12]
Dy = 2π
Ny
∆keffy
(5.6)
and
Dx = 2π
Nx
∆keffx
, (5.7)
where Ny and Nx are the number of k
eff
y and k
eff
x samples, respectively. Additionally, ∆k
eff
y and ∆k
eff
y
are the respective sample increments. However, because the IQ data originated from NF illumi-
nation, which was approximated by spherical illumination, direct extent application to the imaged
data results in a spatially distorted image as seen in Fig. 5.7. Therefore, the imaged data must be
resampled onto a spatially NF corrected grid [21].
5.4 NF Correction
This section derives the concepts used to correct the spatial imaging extents for the effects of
NF propagation. The effects of NF propagation on image data are illustrated and a NF correction is
then applied correcting for the cross-range distortion. However, an additional correction is necessary
to correct for the downrange NF affects which are approximated by spherical propagation. These
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Figure 5.7: Imaging the near-field discrete Fourier transformed data re-
sults in a spatially distorted image. A scattering center located at 100” in
downrange and cross-range is imaged several inches from its real location.
This distortion occurs because spherical waves propagating off the down-
range axis take longer to reach the same downrange location as the waves
aligned with the downrange axis.
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Figure 5.8: Spherical propagation across a target extent d located at
downrange position y requires a distance r1 to reach the target’s center.
However, the wave must propagate a distance r2 to reach the target’s extent.
Therefore, the true downrange distance is the same as the target’s center.
However, the perceived downrange distance is r1+h resulting in a distorted
spatial location.
corrections result in a scattering center map that is accurate within the ISAR process resolution.
The NF correction is based on the spherical propagation approximation. A spherical wave
propagating in a downrange direction results in a different propagation range for each cross-range
location x at a specific downrange location y. Figure 5.8 shows that for a fixed downrange location
each cross-range location across a spherically propagating wave results in a different propagation
distance which distorts the true downrange location.
The rectangular DFT is dependent upon phase to determine the scattering point locations
in downrange and cross-range. Equation (4.6) shows that the electromagnetic field’s phase is
dependent upon propagation range. Therefore, spherical propagation across the target’s extent
results in a DFT perceived range further than the actual range. Additionally, the cross-range
position is dependent upon the rotational phase shift. Therefore, a scattering center’s rotation
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Figure 5.9: A simple target/radar relationship within a measurement
facility. The target’s rotation center is located downrange from the radar
and is the measurement spatial center. The target’s reflective point or
scattering center is located a distance ρ, from rotation center and is defined
as the scattering center’s rotation radius. The cross-range and downrange
scattering center positions are related to the rotational radius and azimuthal
direction from the target rotation center.
from the radar’s line-of-sight also results in an additional phase shift induced by the spherical
propagation. Cross-range and downrange locations must be corrected for these effects to establish
the scattering center’s true position.
5.4.1 Near-Field Cross-range Correction [21]. The cross-range position is corrected by
looking at the original geometry, Fig. 5.9. The ISAR measurements are taken based on azimuthal
increments θ. The cross-range doppler shift s measured by the radar is dependent upon the change
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in the propagation distance r with respect to the azimuthal increment [21]
s =
dr
dθ
. (5.8)
The propagation distance is expressed with respect to the measurement geometry’s known terms,
target to rotation center Ro, rotation radius ρ, and azimuthal increments as
r =
(
R2o + 2Roρ sin θ + ρ
2
)
1
2 . (5.9)
Using Eqn. (5.8) on the propagation relationship in Eqn. (5.9), the doppler shift is calculated as,
s =
Roρ cos θ
(R2o + 2Roρ sin θ + ρ
2)
1
2
. (5.10)
Important to note is that Eqn. (5.10) is true for FF propagation. In the limit as the measurement
distance Ro approaches infinity, the doppler quantity approaches ρ cos θ. From the measurement
geometry of Fig. 5.9, ρ cos θ defines the true cross-range position x with respect to the target
rotation center. Therefore, using Eqn.(5.9) and solving Eqn. (5.10) for x in terms of s results in
x = s
(
r
Ro
)
. (5.11)
Equation (5.11) provides the correction factor needed for establishing the resampled extent of x
in terms of measurement and propagation distance [21]. In cases where r < Ro, the cross-range
extent is resampled onto a smaller range extent. However, as r increases and exceeds Ro, the
resampled cross-range extent is greater than the original extent range and requires extrapolation
outside the original data set as shown in Fig. 5.10. The NF ISAR STG uses a computational
minimum as the extrapolation value to avoid division by zero in resampling the cross-range extent.
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Figure 5.10: The original cross-range and downrange extents are defined
by the rectangular boundary. Cross-range extent correction redefines a
trapezoidal boundary. This compression and expansion in the boundary
results from shorter and longer, respectively, propagation distances, r, with
respect to, Ro. The curved contour is points where r = Ro. At these points
the original cross-range extent is equal to the new cross-range extent.
Therefore, utilizing the geometry in Fig. 5.9 the downrange component y is
y =
(
r2 − x2
)
1
2 − Ro , (5.12)
where r and x are now corrected for the cross-range changes. Equation (5.12) corrects the down-
range extent for the corrected cross-range extent. However, the image is still spatially distorted in
downrange due to spherical propagation.
5.4.2 Near-Field Downrange Correction. The additional downrange correction for the
approximated spherical propagation is based on the spherical propagation relationships used in
the FF requirement development [13]. Using this development and the geometry of Fig. 5.7, the
additional propagation distance needed to reach the target extents for spherical propagation h is
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Figure 5.11: The original cross-range and downrange extents are de-
fined by the rectangular boundary. Cross-range extent correction redefines
a trapezoidal boundary. Further downrange correction results in the key-
stone shaped boundary, which corrects for the perceived longer propagation
ranges as the scattering center moves further in cross-range.
calculated as
h =
d2
8r
. (5.13)
Since the spherical propagation is longer to cross-range positions than downrange locations, Eqn. (5.13)
must be subtracted from the corrected downrange component of Eqn. (5.12) resulting in a true
downrange location of
y =
(
r2 − x2
)
1
2 − Ro −
4x2
8r
, (5.14)
where x is the cross-range scattering center location and represents half the corresponding cross-
range extent d. Equation (5.14) results in a decreasing downrange image extent with an increasing
cross-range component as shown in Fig. 5.11. Corrections to the cross-range and downrange ex-
tents result in an image whose true location is identified within the ISAR resolution. The scattering
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Figure 5.12: Resampling the image to spherical wave corrected extents
aligns the scattering center to within the ISAR resolution.
center located at 100” in downrange and cross-range is corrected from Fig. 5.7 and results in a scat-
tering map image within the resolution of the ISAR process as shown in Fig. 5.12. Additionally,
a scattering group is imaged in Fig. 5.13 showing that without corrections the scattering center
locations are dependent upon the propagation distance and are shifted further downrange. Ad-
ditionally, the perceived cross-range locations transition from out to within the true cross-range
location as the propagation distance increases. This distortion results from using Eqn. (4.7) whose
phase, because of its reference to the target rotation center, becomes more negative as the prop-
agation range increases. Transition points where the cross-range location is correct occur where
the propagation range is equal to the reference range Ro. Additionally, the perceived downrange
location increases with increasing cross-range extent. This increased perceived downrange location
results from an increasing propagation range as cross-range extent increases. However, if the image
is corrected as shown in Fig. 5.14 then the scattering centers are imaged in the true positions. This
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Figure 5.13: Failure to apply cross-range and downrange correction on a
scattering center group results in a spatially distorted image. As scattering
centers extend further from the radar the phase, as seen in Eqn. (4.7),
becomes more negative and the scattering centers are compressed toward
the imaging center with increasing propagation range. However, scattering
centers located further in cross-range extent require longer propagation
ranges. Therefore, the scattering centers perceived further downrange as
propagation range increases.
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Figure 5.14: Cross-range and downrange correction on a scattering center
group show all quadrant are spatially corrected.
correction algorithm is accurate utilizing the −j2k(r−Ro) convention of Eqn. (4.7). If +j2k(r−Ro)
were used then the correction would actually increase the distortion in the image.
5.5 Summary
This chapter establishes the NFFFT simulated NF ISAR process of Fig. 4.2. It shows the
dependence of Trapezoidal ISAR on uniformly sampled rectangular data which requires the con-
version and interpolation of polar formatted frequency/azimuth data. Additionally, imaging the
NF IQ data resulted in spatially distorted scattering maps. NF correction resulted in spatially
accurate scattering maps limited by the ISAR process resolution. This process does not complete
the NFFFT process of Fig. 4.2. However, it provides a foundation for accurate mapping necessary
to characterize FF RCS using NF measurements.
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VI. Conclusion
T
he increased need for low observable aircraft requires an efficient and inexpensive method
for on-site Far-Field (FF) Radar Cross-Section (RCS) measurement. Conducting these
measurements in a Near-Field (NF) monostatic facility at the end of a production line results in
significant savings for manufacturers and acquisition programs. Additionally, aircraft are processed
much quicker by eliminating the transportation to and the scheduling of subcontracted FF ranges.
However, NF measurements are not directly extendable to a FF RCS. Wave propagation is incom-
plete and scattering interactions are unaccounted for in NF measurements. Therefore, a Near-Field
to Far-Field Transformation (NFFFT) must be developed for large target NF measurements. This
process begins by developing a NF corrected Inverse Synthetic Aperture Radar (ISAR) process
which creates an accurate scattering center map.
Establishing an accurate scattering center map is the foundation for the NFFFT charac-
terization of large target FF RCS. However, the phase study of Appendix G showed that direct
NF ISAR application to aircraft size targets is well under sampled within the limited rotational
fidelity. Therefore, the real measurement environment was avoided to synthetically increase the
fidelity and eliminate noise to produce data that is a function of illumination and scattering only.
Therefore, a NF Synthetic Target Generator (STG) is developed to create In-phase and Quadra-
ture (IQ) data needed for the ISAR process. This data is generated by approximating a target as
a group of isotropic scattering centers. These scattering centers are illuminated by a continuous
wave radar using a pyramidal horn aperture. This aperture is used to approximate the illumination
and gain pattern. However, the losses in the system are only based on the individual scattering
center reflection coefficients and electromagnetic wave propagation decay. The propagation decay
is approximated by a NF isotropic scattering of uniform spherical waves. To account for losses due
to possible material parameters, a reflection coefficient is added to induce magnitude losses and
phase shifts. These approximations result in NF IQ data generated from radar illumination and
isotropic scattering points on a target.
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Figure 6.1: The primary focus in this Near-Field to Far-Field Transfor-
mation is on developing a spatially accurate NF ISAR image. This focuses
on the NF STG and ISAR process. The entire process is describe by start-
ing with the two ISAR Synthetic Target Generators (STGs) that take real
scattering center locations and reflectivities and create FF and NF IQ Data.
The FF IQ data is considered truth data. The NF IQ Data is imaged by an
ISAR code, mapping maximum intensity spatial locations. These complex
intensities extracted by scattering center synthesis provide spatial locations
and relative phases. These locations and complex amplitudes are passed
through a FF STG producing a FF RCS. This FF RCS is compared to the
true FF RCS generated from the real locations.
The IQ data is used in an ISAR process to generate an image that defines a target by its
response function which is dependent upon the scattering points and measurement properties. The
response is determined by a rectangular Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), which converts the
data from frequency/azimuth sampling to spatial sampling. This conversion allows the scattering
centers to be related to specific spatial locations within the imaging space. However, ISAR’s direct
application to this data creates a spatially distorted image. This distortion results from NF effects
in the measurement environment. Therefore, the image is resampled onto a spatial grid which is
corrected for NF effects. This correction results in the accurate representation of scattering points
within the ISAR resolution. An accurate scattering point map is the basis for the full NFFFT
process shown in Fig. 6.1. In order to complete this process, scattering center synthesis and
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FF illumination must be conducted. The following items represent possible follow-on approaches
to scattering center synthesis:
• Scattering centers must be extracted from the NF corrected ISAR image and weighted for
magnitude and phase. These scattering centers are illuminated using a FF STG to create FF
IQ data. This data is used to calculate frequency/azimuth dependent RCS values. These val-
ues are compared to the true scattering center parameters as an iterative process to determine
appropriate corrections needed.
• Error analysis determining synthesis accuracy necessary to guarantee RCS correlation within
a specified tolerance.
• Develop and/or implement an ISAR process which utilizes data insertion or other technique
to accommodate the limitations in large target rotational fidelity.
• Develop and implement a more detailed radar model which utilizes noise and eliminates some
approximations with real parameters.
• Apply the synthetic ISAR process to real radar measured IQ data of known simple scattering
geometries.
• Apply the synthetic ISAR process to real radar measured IQ data of known complex scattering
geometries.
• Apply the synthetic ISAR process to real radar measured IQ data of unknown scattering
geometries and compare to real FF data.
The complete NFFFT process creates an inexpensive and efficient measurement environment for
aircraft manufacturing companies. The NFFFT implementation results in a faster delivery of low
observable systems to war-fighters at a lower cost.
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Appendix A. Temporal Radar Signal Development
A
phase reference point is required to process Radar Cross-Section (RCS) measurement sig-
nals coherently and is established at the measurement area center. The measurement area
accommodates a 360◦ target rotation where the target’s extents, length and width, are centered in
the measurement area, Fig. A.1. A simple radar signal processing example as described by [12], is
used and related to this measurement geometry. A radar’s transmitted signal described by,
s (t) = b (t) cos (wot) , (A.1)
where cos (wot) represents a continuous wave signal operating at a carrier frequency, wo, that is
pulse modulated by b (t), an envelope function with a time interval defining the signal pulse width.
An example of b (t) is a raised cosine pulse,
b (t) =
1
2
[
1 + cos
(
2π
τb
t
)]
, (A.2)
where τb is the pulse width. The envelope function’s purpose is amplitude modulation within the
interval, τb, limiting the range from the measurement center. By limiting the pulse width, reflections
induced outside this time interval are not received. As the signal returns from the target, the signal
is described as,
sb = A|g (y) | cos {ωo [t − τo − τ (y)] + ∠g (y)} b [t − τo − τ (y)] , (A.3)
or in complex form as1,
sb (t) = Ab [t − τo − τ (y)]Re
{
g (y) ejωo[t−τo−τ(y)]
}
, (A.4)
1By using the identity ejθ = cos θ + j sin θ
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Figure A.1: Downrange spatial extent is referenced to the measurement
area center. Since, the radar is monostatic the signal must traverse the
radar to target path twice. Therefore, the downrange extents are defined
based on the 2-way propagation referenced to the measurement area center.
where A is a scaling factor accounting for gains and losses due to antenna, radar, spherical spreading,
and propagation path. The target reflectivity, g (y), is a real or complex value. The return signal’s
magnitude and phase relates the signal energy reflected from individual target region points and the
corresponding signal phase change. The signal delay, Eqn. (A.3) and Eqn. (A.4), is based on round-
trip propagation from a single point within the target extent, whose temporal distance is described
by, τo + τ (y). This delay is the propagation time to the measurement center, τo, summed with the
measurement center to the downrange target location propagation time, τy. These relationships
are defined as
τo = 2
yo
c
(A.5)
A-2
and
τ (y) = 2
y
c
, (A.6)
where c is the speed of light and yo is the spatial distance downrange from the radar to the
measurement center. However, multiple scatterers existing in a real measurement environment
require coherent integration in the downrange and cross-range directions [12]. Therefore, to account
for this integration, Eqn. (A.3) is written as,
sb (t) = ARe
{
∫ y
−y
g (y) ejωo[t−τo−τ(y)]b [t − τo − τ (y)] dy
}
, (A.7)
where ± y describes the spatial distance across the downrange extent. In order to determine
the delay time in Eqn. (A.4), the downrange extent propagation time and the pulse delay must
be considered. Since the delays are referenced to the measurement center, the return signal is
described on a time interval of
τo −
τ (y)
2
− τb
2
≤ t ≤ τo +
τ (y)
2
+
τb
2
. (A.8)
From the delay interval, Eqn. (A.8), it is desired to have a small pulse width, τb. If τb ≪ τ (y),
then τb becomes negligible and the time interval defines the measurement area’s downrange extent.
Therefore, downrange target locations are identified within this extent.
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Appendix B. Far-Field Approximation
A
s an electromagnetic wave propagates isotropically, the spatial distance, h, across the target
extent decreases as the propagation distance, r, increases. This difference, h, is determined
from the electromagnetic wave’s propagation characteristics.
~E = ~pAe(−j
~k·~r) (B.1)
is a basic wave equation where ~p is the electric field polarization vector, A is the magnitude ∝ V
m
,
~k is the propagation vector, and ~r is the radar to reflection point vector [1]. The exponential
term,
(
−j~k · ~r
)
, provides phase information for the wave. Assuming both vectors are aligned in
the same direction, the dot product results in vector magnitude scalar multiplication, kr (where
k is the wave number describing the wave phase relative to wavelength, k = 2π
λ
, and wavelength,
λ = c
f
, f is frequency, and c is the speed of light). Using the geometry of Fig. B.1, the distance h
is calculated as,
h ≃ d
2
8r
, (B.2)
where d is the target extent [13]. Notice, for r → ∞, h → 0 and the wave becomes planar across
the target extent, Fig. B.2. Since planar waves are not practical with real measurements, a target
extent phase tolerance is defined for a far-field approximation. The far-field approximation is
defined by the acceptable phase tolerance considered as a negligible target extent phase variance.
An arbitrary, but commonly used target extent phase tolerance is π8 [13]. Setting kh =
π
8 and
solving for the required far-field RCS measurement distance, r, in Eqn. (B.2),
r = 2
d2
λ
. (B.3)
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Figure B.1: The far-field approximation is arbitrary and dependent upon
the target extent phase difference tolerable for a specific application. As an
electromagnetic wave propagates the phase variance, kh, across the target
extent decreases as the propagation radius, r, increases.
At this measurement distance the FF approximations are made. First the propagating waves are
assumed planar, Fig. B.2. Therefore, every point on the wave front is in phase and strike the target
extent at the same time. Additionally, as r → ∞ the separation angle between the target extents,
as seen by the radar, become very small. Therefore, the small angle approximation can also be
made, where, cos θ = 1 and sin θ = θ. This becomes critical for larger targets, Appendix C.
As scattering center separation increases, the required propagation radius increases to achieve the
same phase separation.
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Figure B.2: The far-field approximation is based on the propagating wave
being locally planar, where locally defines the spherical arc extent illumi-
nating the target. Therefore, every point on this wave front is considered
in phase.
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Appendix C. Coherence
M
ultiple signals propagating from different locations cause a phase delay between waves
equivalent to kr, where k = 2π
λ
is the wave number and r is the distance separating the
scattering center and the target location, Fig. C.1. Therefore, summing these signals noncoherently,
neglecting the electromagnetic field’s phase term,
~E = ~pAe(−j
~k·~r) , (C.1)
where A is the electromagnetic field’s amplitude proportional to V
m
, accounts only for the RCS
magnitudes. However, signals out of phase interfere constructively and destructively depending
upon the phase difference. Constructive interference results in a combined magnitude greater than
any individual signal contribution at the same point in time. Similarly, destructive interference
results in a magnitude lower than the strongest contributing signal. An example, Fig. C.2, takes
two identical sine waves, s1 and s2, and sums them coherently, Csum, when s2 is shifted by 30o.
A noncoherenct sum, assuming the signals are in phase, NCsum, results significant magnitude and
phase differences. Additionally, a shift approaching π results in purely destructive interference and
the magnitude is zero. Therefore, the determination to sum signals coherently or noncoherently
would depend upon the application and the tolerance defining the FF approximation, Appendix B.
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Figure C.1: Point scatterers radiate isotropically and reach far-field re-
quirements within a minimal propagation radius. Although for group scat-
terers, a separation between scatterers requirers a increase in propagation
radius to achieve a zero phase variation. The separation in phase indicated
by the arrows decreases as the wave fronts propagate toward infinity and
at infinity the phase difference is zero.
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Figure C.2: Contributions from the propagation of multiple reflections
in the same direction results in the sum of those signals. Two signals hav-
ing equal magnitude and a 30o phase difference interfere constructively and
destructively. Coherently summing utilizes the relative phases (Csum).
Notice the constructive and destructive nature over a period of interaction.
Non-coherent summing assumes equal phases (NCsum). Therefore, the re-
sulting signal amplitude is twice the amplitude of s1. NCsum has a different
magnitude but it also has a different phase than the coherent sum.
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Appendix D. In-phase and Quadrature RCS
A
transmitted radar signal described by,
s (t) = b (t) cos (wot) , (D.1)
where cos (wot) represents a continuous wave signal operating at a carrier frequency, wo, that is
pulse modulated by b (t) (an envelope function with a time interval defining the signal pulse width).
The transmitted signal strikes an object and propagates back to the radar. The signal is processed
by the radar, as depicted in Fig. D.1. The received signal,
sb (t) = Ab [t − τo − τ (y)]Re
{
g (y) ejωo[t−τo−τ(y)]
}
, (D.2)
is the transmitted signal, Eqn. (D.1), scaled and delayed by [τo + τ (y)] (the propagation times to
the measurement center and downrange extent referenced to the measurement center, respectively).
Mixing the signal with the in-phase carrier term, Re
[
ejωo(t−τo)
]
, and utilizing the fact that Re
(
ejθ
)
retains only the cosine term,
~sbI (t) = A
∫ y
−y
g (y) cos (α) cos (β) b (α) dy , (D.3)
where α = ωo [t − τo − τ (y)] and β = ωo [t − τo]. Utilizing a trigonometric identity1 , Eqn. (D.3)
becomes,
~sbI (t) =
A
2
Re
∫ y
−y
g (y) cos (α − β) b (α) δy + A
2
Re
∫ y
−y
g (y) cos (α + β) b (α) δy . (D.4)
1cos (A) cos (B) = 1
2
[cos (A − B) + cos (A + B)]
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Figure D.1: A radar transmits a signal and receives a signal reflected
from a target. The transmitter also separately transmits the In-phase and
Quadrature, (IQ), reference signals to separate mixers and are mixed with
the return signal. The return signal IQ portions are filtered out separately
by the low pass filter and recombined to form the full return signal.
In complex form Eqn. (D.4) is written as,
~sbI (t) =
A
2
Re
∫ y
−y
g (y) e[jωo(α−β)]b (α) δy +
A
2
Re
∫ y
−y
g (y) e[jωo(α + β)]b (α) δ y . (D.5)
Recognizing that α − β = −ωoτ (y) and α + β = −ωo [2t − 2τo − τ (y)], the summation term
is centered on twice the carrier frequency. Therefore, when the signal is passed through a low pass
filter this term is filtered out and Eqn. (D.5) is written as,
~sbI (t) =
A
2
Re
∫ y
−y
g (y) e[jωo(α−β)]b (α) δy . (D.6)
A similar process is used to show that the mixed and filtered quadrature term is written as,
~sbQ (t) =
A
2
Im
∫ y
−y
g (y) e[jωo(α−β)]b (α) δy. (D.7)
D-2
The final equation after mixing, filtering, recombining the in-phase and quadrature terms, and
changing the integration limits, with respect to the pulse width, results in,
~sb (t + τo) =
A
2
∫
τp
2
−τp
2
g (y) e(−jωoτ)b (t − τ) δτ . (D.8)
This signal represents the returned sample for one frequency sweep and one azimuth. RCS mea-
surements require multiple process iterations to perform data post processing.
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Appendix E. Radar Gain
L
arge target Radar Cross-Section (RCS) measurements in compact ranges require very wide
beamwidths to avoid more than a half-power drop in gain across a target’s extent [27].
This beamwidth is calculated based on the illumination distance, Ro, that captures the full cross-
range target extent throughout its rotation, Fig. E. The Half-Power BeamWidth (HPBW) is
approximated using,
Ψ = 0.88
λ
d
rad, (E.1)
where d is the aperture dimension and λ is the wavelength [24]. As a result, a decrease in beam
width, requires a decrease in the aperture’s electrical size, λ
d
. Therefore, either the frequency
(where f = c
λ
and c is the speed of light) or aperture size must decrease in order to increase
the beamwidth. Since the frequency band is dependent upon the RCS measurement application,
it is considered a fixed value. Therefore, the aperture’s dimension, parallel to the measurement
plane, must decrease to increase the beamwidth. Increasing the beamwidth spreads the energy
concentration over a larger surface area and the decrease in aperture size decreases the capture
area for the reflected energy. For a rectangular aperture the gain is approximated by,
G = 4π
Aeff
λ2
, (E.2)
where Aeff is the aperture’s effective capture area. The effective aperture area is smaller than
the physical aperture area due to losses within the aperture [2]. Therefore, as the aperture area
decreases the gain decreases.
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Figure E.1: Geometry for RCS measurement radar aperture design: For
large target RCS measurements, it is desired to have a half power beam
width equivalent or less than the target extent. This requires a very wide
fan beam.
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Appendix F. Cross-Range and Downrange Extents
T
he k-space polar to rectangular geometric conversion affects the cross-range and downrange
imaging extents [12]. The chosen rectangular interpolation geometry establishes boundaries
which can nullify data collected outside the rectangular grid. Using a completely inscribed rect-
angular grid, Fig. F.1, the frequency and azimuth extremum are no longer used for interpolation.
Therefore, the effective bandwidth, Beff , exists on an interval defined by the lowest and highest
frequencies bounded by the rectangular grid. The maximum frequency is determined from the
intersecting ky and kx maximum coordinates bounded by the rectangular grid. The maximum
k-space rectangular grid coordinates are calculated using,
keffymax =
4πfeffmax
c
cos
(
Θ
2
)
(F.1)
and
keffxmax =
4πfeffmin
c
sin
(
Θ
2
)
(F.2)
where c is the speed of light, feffmax and f
eff
min are the highest and lowest effective frequencies and
Θ
2
is the half angle traversed by the aperture. The rectangular grid’s maximum frequency is calculated
by combining Eqn. (F.1) and
~r =
2πf
c
sin (θ) ~kx +
2πf
c
cos (θ) ~ky . (F.3)
from Section. 2.3, where ~ky and ~kx are the cartesian propagation vectors and whose effective mag-
nitudes, limited by the rectangular geometries, are keffx and k
eff
y . Solving for f , where f = f
eff
max,
when Θ2 = 0,
feffmax =
keffymaxc
4π
. (F.4)
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Figure F.1: The cross-range and downrange extents are dependent upon
the resampled increments in effective bandwidth and aperture limited by
the k-space rectangular grid inscribed in the frequency/azimuth space key-
stone.
Since the minimum frequency, fmin, remained unchanged, the rectangular grid’s effective bandwidth
is defined by Beff = feffmax − fmin, with an effective center frequency, feffo = fmin + B
eff
2 .
The downrange extent and cross-range extents in k-space are [12],
keffy = 4π
Beff
c
(
m−1
)
(F.5)
F-2
and
keffx = 2r tan
Θ
2
(
m−1
)
(F.6)
where r is the magnitude of Eqn. (F.3) and Θ2 is the angle of maximum cross-range extent at the
effective center frequency, Fig. F. These spatial domain maximum extents are calculated from
k-space extents by [12],
Dy = 2π
Ny
∆keffy
(F.7)
and
Dx = 2π
Nx
∆keffx
. (F.8)
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Appendix G. Phase
A
sampling rate phase progression study is necessary to avoid aliasing in Inverse Synthetic
Aperture Radar (ISAR) images. This aliasing induces ISAR imageable downrange and
cross-range extent limitations. These extents are related to phase progression though wavenumber,
k = 2π
λ
. The wavelength, λ = c
f
(where f is frequency and c is the speed of light), defines
the propagation distance required for an electromagnetic wave to propagate through a 2π cycle.
Also, the phase reference at the target’s rotation center and the target’s downrange extent, 2y,
described in Section 2.1.2, determine the required electromagnetic wave’s propagation distance.
Therefore, the maximum two-way propagation is twice the target’s downrange extent from its
rotation center, Fig. G.1. Therefore, the number of cycles in the propagation distance is, Nc = 2yk.
According to Nyquist at least two samples per cycle are needed to accurately represent a sine wave,
resulting in a minimum sample number, N = 2Nc. However, the sampling application may require
more than the minimum sample number. Therefore, a phase tolerance, Pt is established and the
total frequency samples required are,
N =
4πy
λPt
. (G.1)
As an example, a 45′ x 60′ aircraft illuminated at 18 GHz would result in an electromagnetic wave
propagating downrange through approximately 549 cycles from rotation center to the downrange
extent, Fig. G.1. Therefore, satisfying the minimum Nyquist criteria, Pt = π, requires approxi-
mately 1100 samples. Overlaying frequency samples and resultant extents show the target extent
can not be imaged if the Nyquist criteria is not met, Fig. G.2. However, as sampling rates are
increased the downrange extent increases and the aircraft is completely imageable without alias-
ing, Fig. G.3. Additionally, if a smaller phase tolerance is desired then more samples are required
to image the same downrange extent. Similarly, this process is applied to the cross-range extent.
However, the cross-range extent is dependent upon the azimuthal increment.
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Figure G.1: Downrange spatial extent is referenced to the target’s ro-
tation center. Since, the radar is monstatic, the signal must traverse the
radar to target path twice. Therefore, the downrange extents are defined
based on the 2-way propagation referenced to the rotation center.
Nyquist testing in the cross-range extent requires a propagating phase study dependent upon
change in illumination distance, ∆r, through each azimuthal increment, ∆θ, Fig. G.4. By calcu-
lating ∆r for each initial location within the target’s spatial extent and its azimuthally dependent
incremental location. The spatial propagation relationship with k is used to determine the cycles
per sample. Since each azimuthal increment results in a different ∆r, the maximum ∆r for each
scattering center over its azimuthal rotation, Θ, determines its Nyquist limit. From the geometry
of Fig. G.4, r is calculated from the scattering center’s downrange and cross-range locations, Y and
X , respectively, at each azimuthal increment, and r =
√
Y 2 + X2. Therefore, Nc = 2k∆rmax
for each scattering center location rotated over the full azimuth (Θ) incremented by θ. The Nyquist
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Figure G.2: Nyquist sampling determines the downrange imageable ex-
tent without aliasing. Therefore, the number of cycles per frequency sample
can not exceed 0.5. The contours represent cycles per 0.024 GHz frequency
increment at a max frequency, f = 18 GHz. Since, the 0.5 contours do not
circumscribe the entire target, this example is not sampled finely enough
to satisfy the Nyquist criteria over the full aircraft extent.
criteria requires, N = 2Nc and if a smaller phase tolerance is required,
N =
4π∆rmax
λPt
. (G.2)
Similar to the frequency example, contour overlays onto the target’s spatial extent indicate the
imageable limitations for under sampled data, Fig. G.5. As the sampling is increased the imageable
extent is increased until the target extents fall within the contours representing the desired phase
tolerance, Fig. G.6. In order to meet the Nyquist sampling requirements, both frequency and
azimuth must be sampled finely enough to avoid aliasing in ISAR images. Therefore, overlaying the
frequency and azimuth contour plots show the imageable boundaries, which avoid aliasing, Fig. G.7.
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Figure G.3: Nyquist sampling determines the downrange imageable ex-
tent without aliasing. Therefore, the number of cycles per frequency sample
can not exceed 0.5. The contours represent cycles per 0.0077 GHz frequency
increment at a max frequency, f = 18 GHz. Since the contours fully cir-
cumscribe the target this example is sampled finely enough to satisfy the
Nyquist criteria over the full aircraft extent.
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Figure G.4: The target’s rotational geometry is described by isolating
a single target reflection point, scattering center. Rotating through az-
imuthal increments, θ, each scattering center exhibits different changes in
propagation distance, ∆r, dependent upon the spatial locations and az-
imuthal increments.
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Figure G.5: Nyquist sampling requirements are dependent upon scat-
tering center spatial location, rotation azimuth, and frequency. Fixing
frequency and defining the azimuth and azimuth increment, contours are
plotted which identify the cycle maximums a scattering center traverses
through that aperture. In order to meet Nyquist requirements the scatter-
ing center does not exceed more than 0.5 cycles per azimuthal increment.
Since the 0.5 contour does not fully circumscribe the target, this example
is not sampled finely enough to satisfy the Nyquist criteria over the full
aircraft extent.
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Figure G.6: Nyquist sampling requirements are dependent upon scat-
tering center spatial location, rotation azimuth, and frequency. Fixing
frequency and defining the azimuth and azimuth increment, contours are
plotted which identify the cycle maximums a scattering center traverses
through that aperture. In order to meet Nyquist requirements the scatter-
ing center does not exceed more than 0.5 cycles per azimuthal increment.
Since the 0.5 contour fully circumscribes the target, this example is sampled
finely enough to satisfy the Nyquist criteria over the full aircraft extent.
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Figure G.7: Overlaying the frequency and azimuth sampling contours
identifies the maximum imageable target boundaries without aliasing.
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